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Babel
a translation cycler
Ion Ggml

Babel takes quotations for random walks in translation space
Every step is listed back to english before cycling continues
Translation is a matter of making intelligible a whole culture.
(Anthony Burgess)
:walks 1-18
There can never be an absolutely final translation.
(Robert McQueen Grant)
:walks 19-53
It is normally supposed that something always gets lost in translation;
I cling, obstinately to the notion that something can also be gained.
(Salman Rushdie)
:walks 54-62
The original language of Christianity is translation.
(Lamin O. Sanneh)
:walks 63-84
Translations are a partial and precious documentation of the changes the
text suffers.
(Jorge Luis Borges)
:walks 85-98
Translators have to prove to themselves as to others that they are in control
of what they do.
(Mona Baker)
:walks 99-118
Western Europe owes its civilization to translators.
(Kelly Louis)
:walks 119-138
Translation presents not merely a paradigm
but the utmost case of engaged literary interpretation.
(John Felstiner)
:walks 139-171
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Babel : a translation cycler

Translation is a matter of making intelligible a whole culture
Whole culture, a sense of translation
All cultures and sense of translation
All cultures and sense of translations
All cultures and sense of translations
All cultures and sense of translations
All culture and sense of translations
All culture and sense of translations
Culture and thought translation
Culture and Thought Translation
I think that culture and translation
I think that culture and translation
I think that culture and translation
I think that culture and translation
I believe that the culture and translation
I think culture and translation
In my opinion, culture, translation,
In my opinion, interpretation and culture
At the University of Oxford, as well as providing advice and Culture
Oxford University in the advice, as well as providing and Culture
Council and the University of Oxford, as well as safe and Culture
And Oxford University, as well as security and cultural
A University of Oxford, as well as safety and cultural
Oxford University security, and culture, and
Oxford University security and culture,
Oxford and Culture
Oxford and culture
Oxford and Culture
Oxford and culture
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Translation is a matter of making intelligible a whole culture
Simple questions translator
Simple questions Translator
simple interpreter
a simple explanation
There is a simple explanation
There is a simple explanation
There is a simple explanation
There is a simple explanation
There is a simple explanation
There is a simple explanation
There is no simple explanation for
There is a simple explanation
There is a simple explanation
There is a simple explanation
Simple explanation
simple explanation
simple explanation
Simple explanation
simple explanation
There is a simple explanation
There is a simple explanation
There is a simple explanation
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Translation is a matter of making intelligible a whole culture
To fully understand the concept of cultural significance
For an understanding of the cultural meaning of the term
Understand the cultural sense of the word.
Understand the cultural sense.
Understanding of cultural significance.
Understanding of cultural significance.
Understanding of cultural significance.
Understanding cultural significance.
Understanding cultural significance.
Understanding of cultural significance.
Understanding of cultural significance.
An understanding of the importance of culture.
Understanding the importance of culture.
Understand the importance of culture.
Understand cultural significance.
Understanding of cultural significance.
Understand the importance of culture.
To understand the role of culture.
To understand the role of culture.
To understand the role of culture.
Understand the role of culture.
Understand the role of culture.
Understand the role of culture.
Understand the role of culture.
Understanding the role of culture.
Understanding the role of culture.
Understand the role of culture.
To understand the role of culture.
To understand the role of culture.
To understand the role of culture.
To understand the role of culture.
To understand the role of culture.
Understand the role of culture.
Understand the role of culture.
Understand the role of culture.
I understand the role of culture.
I do not understand the role of culture.
M  یںThagavc  کے کrdar feeding on SMJ  ھM  یںN  ﮦیںR  ﮦ ﮨﮯ....
1000  یںThagavc  کے کrdar eat about 1000 SMJ  ھ یںnot  ﮦیں ﮦ ﮨﮯ....
Ate 1000  یںThagavc  کے کrdar about 1,000 e  یںSMJ  ﮦیںÀ  ﮨﮯ....
Food 1000  یںThagavc  کے کBSERI and 1000  یںat SMJ  ﮦیںÀ  ﮨﮯ....
Food 1000  یںThagavc  کے کBscher 1000 o  یںSMJ  ﮦیں ﮨﮯ....
Food 1000  یںThagavc  کے کBscher 1000 Q  یںSMJ  ﮦیں ﮨﮯ....
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Translation is a matter of making intelligible a whole culture
Full understanding of the culture, which is expressed
Full knowledge of the culture,
Complete knowledge of the culture,
With full knowledge of the culture,.
With full knowledge of the culture.
Full knowledge of the culture.
Full knowledge of the culture.
Full knowledge of the culture.
Comprehensive knowledge about culture.
Full knowledge of the culture.
Full knowledge of the culture.
Requires full knowledge of the culture.
Requires thorough knowledge of culture.
Culture depth knowledge is required.
Tall understand soon.
Rise immediately understand.
Understand immediately.
He understood immediately.
He understood immediately.
He understood immediately.
It can be understood immediately.
Can immediately understand.
Can understand immediately.
Immediately understand.
Immediately understood.
Immediately.
Immediately.
Immediately afterwards.
Soon after.
Soon after.
Immediately.
Immediately.
Immediately.
Immediately.
Immediately.
Immediately.
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Translation is a matter of making intelligible a whole culture
About the culture and remove all
Culture and remove all
Remove all cultures and
Remove all cultures and
Culture and delete
Culture and delete
Culture will be deleted.
Values will be deleted.
Destruction of value.
Breaking up.
Decomposition.
Distribution.
Distribution.
Distribution.
Distribution.
Distribution.
Distribution.
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Translation is a matter of making intelligible a whole culture
Clear all a matter of culture and translation
Clear all a matter of culture and translation
Clear all aspects of culture and translation.
Clear all cultures and traditions.
I cleaned all cultures and traditions.
I cleaned all cultures and traditions.
I cleaned all cultures and traditions.
I will clean all cultures and traditions.
It will clean all cultures and traditions.
It will be cleared of all cultures and traditions.
It will be cleared of all cultures and traditions.
It will be cleared of all cultures and traditions.
It will be released from all cultures and traditions.
It's all cultures and traditions will not be published.
Published in all cultures and traditions.
Published in all cultures and traditions.
Published in all cultures and traditions.
In all cultures and traditions.
All cultures and traditions.
All cultures and traditions.
Their cultural heritage.
Their cultural heritage.
Heritage.
Heritage.
Heritage.
Heritage.
heritage
heritage
inheritance
heritage
ill
bath
Bath
bathroom
bathroom
Toilet
WC
WC
toilet
BATH
bathroom
bathroom
Bath
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Translation is a matter of making intelligible a whole culture
The ability to understand the culture of translation
The ability to understand the culture of translation
Ability to understand the cultural translation
The ability to understand the cultural translation
The ability to understand and translate cultural
The ability to understand and translate cultural
Ability to understand and translate cultural
Cultural understanding and ability to transfer
Cultural and understand the power transfer
Cultural understanding and communication
Cultural understanding and communication
Cultural understanding and communication.
Cultural understanding and communication.
Cultural understanding and communication.
Cultural awareness and communication.
Culture of lighting and communication.
Culture of lighting and communication.
Lighting and communication of culture.
Lighting and culture communication.
Lighting and cultural connections.
Lighting and cultural contacts.
Lightweight and cultural relations.
Light and culture.
Light and culture.
Light and culture.
Light and culture.
Light and culture.
Light and culture.
Light and culture.
Lighting and culture.
Lighting and culture.
Light and culture.
Light and culture.
Light and culture.
Light and culture.
Light and culture.
Light and culture.
Light and culture.
Light and culture.
Light and culture.
Light and culture.
Light and culture.
Light and culture.
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Translation is a matter of making intelligible a whole culture
translation is understood in all cultures
Understanding of all cultural translation
Understanding the cultural translation
Understanding the cultural translation
Concept of cultural translation
The concept of cultural translation
Cultural Translation Comment
Comments Translation Cultural
Comments cultural translation
Comments cultural translation
Reviews of cultural translation
Review of cultural translation
cultural participation
participation in cultural activities
Participation in cultural activities
To take part in cultural activities
Participation in cultural activities.
Participation in cultural activities.
Participate in cultural activities.
Participate in cultural activities.
Participation in cultural activities.
Cultural participate in the program.
Cultural participation in the program.
Cultural participation in the program.
Cultural partnership program.
Cultural Cooperation Programme.
Cultural cooperation program.
Program for cultural cooperation.
Program for cultural cooperation.
The program of cultural cooperation.
Cultural cooperation program.
Program for Cultural Cooperation.
Program for cultural cooperation.
Program of cultural cooperation.
Cultural and other areas of cooperation programs.
Cultural cooperation programs and others.
Cultural cooperation and other programs.
Cooperation in the cultural and other programs.
Cooperation in cultural programs and others.
Cultural and other programs.
Cultural and other programs.
Cultural and others.
Culture and so on.
Culture and so on.
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Translation is a matter of making intelligible a whole culture
Translation is the issue of creating a cohesive whole culture
Translation is the issue of creating a culture cohesive
The translation is to create a culture of sustainability
Standard is to create a culture of sustainability
You create a culture of sustainability standard
You create a culture of sustainability standard
Create a culture of sustainability standards
Create a culture of sustainability standards
Creating a culture of sustainability standards
Cultural sustainability criteria
Cultural sustainability criteria
Criteria for sustainable development in the field of culture
Standards for sustainable development in the field of culture
Standards in the field of culture for sustainable development
Standards for sustainable development in the field of culture
Sustainability standards in the cultural
Cultural sustainability criteria
Cultural sustainability criteria
Standard culture for sustainable development
Stable growth Default Values
Sustainable growth assumptions
Sustainable growth assumptions
Sustainable growth hypothesis
Hypothesis sustainable growth
Hypothesis sustainable growth
Sustainable Development Concept
The concept of sustainable development
Concept of sustainable development
The concept of sustainable development
The concept of sustainable development.
Concept of sustainable development.
The concept of sustainable development.
The concept of sustainable development.
The idea of sustainable development.
The idea of sustainable development.
The concept of sustainable development.
The idea of sustainable development.
The concept of sustainable development.
Concept of sustainable development.
The concept of sustainable development.
With the concept of sustainable development.
The concept of sustainable development.
Standard growth theory.
Theory of normal growth.
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Translation is a matter of making intelligible a whole culture
Translation is not a matter of understanding culture
Translation is not a matter of cultural understanding
Translation is not a matter of understanding.
Translation is not a matter of perception.
Translation is not a matter of perception.
Translation is not a matter of perception.
The concept is not a matter of translation.
The concept is not a matter of interpretation.
The concept is not a matter of interpretation.
There is no concept.
There is no understanding.
There is no understanding.
I have no idea.
I have no idea.
I have no idea.
I have no idea.
I do not know.
I do not know.
I do not know.
I do not know.
I do not know.
I do not know.
I do not know.
I do not know.
I do not know.
No.
not
Not
Not
no
no
Sunday
market
mark
show
display
Last
last
Last
final
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Translation is a matter of making intelligible a whole culture
Translator to understand the culture of the problem
Interpreter to understand the cultural issues
Interpreter to understand the cultural issues
Interpreter understand cultural issues
Interpreter to understand the cultural issues
Interpreter understand cultural issues
Interpreter to understand cultural issues
Interpreter to understand cultural issues
Interpreter for understanding the cultural issues
Interpreter to understand cultural issues
Interpreter to understand cultural issues
Interpreting Department of Cultural Affairs
Interpretation of Cultural Affairs, Department of
Interpretation of Cultural Affairs
Explanation of Culture
interpretation of culture
The definition of culture
The concept of culture
concept of culture
concept of culture
The concept of culture.
The concept of culture.
The concept of culture.
The concept of culture.
The idea of culture.
The idea of culture.
The idea of culture.
The concept of culture.
The concept of culture.
The concept of culture.
The idea of culture.
Cultural idea.
Cultural idea.
Culture of ideas.
The idea of culture.
The idea of culture.
The idea of culture.
The idea of culture.
The idea of culture.
Cultural idea.
Cultural vision.
Cultural awareness.
Cultural awareness.
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Translation is a matter of making intelligible a whole culture
Translation can understand the whole culture
Translation to understand the whole culture
Translation to understand the whole culture
Translate Cultural Understanding
Translation cultural understanding
Understanding of cultural translation
Understanding the cultural translation
Understanding the cultural translation
Understanding the cultural translation
Begrip van die kulturele vertaling ......
......
......
.........
............
...............
..................
.....................
........................
...........................
..............................
.................................
....................................
.......................................
..........................................
.............................................
................................................
................................................
...................................................
.................................................. ....
.................................................. ..........
.................................................. .............
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Translation is a matter of making intelligible a whole culture
Translation is a matter of culture and clear the whole
Translation is a matter of culture and full scan
Culture and translation of the full survey
Culture and translation of the full review
Culture and translation of the full review
The study of culture and translation
The study of the culture and translation
Culture and Research Translation
Culture and more research
Culture and further research
Culture and further research
Research culture and more
Research culture and more
The study of culture, as well as
Cultural Studies and
Research and Culture
Research and Culture
Research and Culture
Research and Culture
Research, Development and Culture
Research, development and culture
Research and development and culture
Research and development and culture
Research and development and culture
Research and development and culture
Research and Development and Culture
Research and development and culture
Research and development and culture
Research and development and culture
Research and development, culture
Research and development, culture
Research and Development, Culture
Research and Development, Culture
Research, development and culture
Research and development, and culture
Research and development, and culture
Research and development, and culture
Research and development, and culture
Research and development, and culture
Research and development and culture.
Research and development and culture.
Research and development and culture.
Research and development and culture.
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Translation is a matter of making intelligible a whole culture
Full understanding of the concept of cultural translation
Complete understanding of the concept of cultural significance
Full understanding of the concept of cultural significance
Fully understand the concept of cultural values
Fully understand the concept of cultural values
Fully understand the concept of cultural values
To understand the principle of full cultural values
Understand the principle of complete cultural values
Understand the principle of the absolute value of cultural
Understanding the principle of the absolute value of cultural
Understand the principle of the absolute value of culture
Understand the absolute value of culture
Understand the value of culture
Understanding cultural values
Understanding cultural values
Understanding of cultural values
Understanding of the cultural values
Understanding the cultural values
cultural understanding
cultural understanding
cultural understanding
Cultural understanding
cultural understanding
In an attempt to understand the culture
In an effort to understand the culture
In an effort to understand the culture of
In an attempt to understand the culture
In an attempt to understand the culture
In an effort to understand the culture
In an effort to understand the culture
In an effort to understand the culture
In trying to understand the culture
In an attempt to understand the culture
In an attempt to understand the culture
In an effort to understand the culture
Try to understand the culture
Try to understand the culture
Try to understand the culture
Trying to understand the culture.
I wanted to understand the course.
I want to understand.
I want to understand.
I do not understand.
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Translation is a matter of making intelligible a whole culture
translation is understandable because of the culture
Translation to understand the culture
To understand the cultural translation
In order to understand the cultural translation
To understand the cultural translation
Understanding the cultural translation
Understanding of cultural interpretation
To understand the cultural interpretation
interpretation of cultural
Cultural interpretation
cultural explanation
cultural interpretation
Cultural interpretation
Interpretation of cultural
cultural Interpretation
Cultural interpretation
cultural interpretation
Cultural explanation
cultural Census
cultural census
cultural list
culture List
culture List
List cultures
culture List
Culture List
List of cultural
List of cultural property
List of cultural property
Cultural Heritage List
Cultural Heritage List
Heritage List
heritage
heritage
heritage
heritage
miscarriage
abortion
Abortion
Miscarriage
wrong
wound
Wound
wound
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Translation is a matter of making intelligible a whole culture
Able to understand a culture is to translate everything
One can understand the culture to convert all
All cultural understanding
All cultural awareness
All cultural information
All cultural information
All cultural information
All cultural information
All cultural information
Cultural information
cultural information
cultural knowledge
Liberal Arts
literature
literature
Literature
Literature
Literature
literature
literature
literature
Fiction
Imagination
Imagination
imagination
Similarity
similarity
form
form
Form
form
form
Road
time
Once
once
once
when
time
Once
Once
Once
Once
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Translation is a matter of making intelligible a whole culture
Culture in understandable language
Culture in language comprehension.
Language, understand the culture.
Language, understand the culture.
Language, understand the culture.
Language, culture concepts.
Language and cultural concepts.
Language and cultural concepts.
Language and cultural background.
Language and cultural background.
Language and cultural background.
Language and cultural background.
Language and cultural backgrounds.
Language and cultural backgrounds.
Languages and cultural traditions.
Language and cultural traditions.
Language and cultural traditions.
Language and cultural heritage.
Language and cultural heritage.
Linguistic and cultural heritage.
Cultural heritage.
Cultural heritage.
Cultural heritage.
Cultural heritage.
Cultural heritage.
Cultural heritage.
Heritage.
Heritage.
Heritage.
Heritage.
Traditional.
Tradition.
Tradition.
Traditions.
Tradition.
Tradition.
Heritage.
Heritage.
Heritage.
Heritage.
Heritage.
Heritage.
Heritage.
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Translation is a matter of making intelligible a whole culture
translation is a matter of intelligible a whole culture
If the translation is clear on this issue throughout the culture
If the problem is obvious when cultural translation
If the problem is evident when cultural translation
City Cultural translation problems evident in
City of cross-cultural issues in translation
Issues in the translation between cultures City
Issues in the translation between cultures City
Translation issues between cultures City
Translation issues between cultures City
Translation issues between cultures City
Translation issues between cultures City
Cultural translation problem
The problem of cultural translation
Cultural translation problems
Cultural translation problems
Cultural translation problems
Cultural problems of translation
Cultural issues in translation
Cultural issues in translation
Translation and cultural issues
Translation and cultural issues
Translation and cultural issues
Translation and cultural issues
Translation and Cultural Affairs
Translation and Culture
Translation and Cultural
Translation and Culture
Translation and Cultural
Translation and Culture
Food and Culture.
Food and Culture.
Food and culture.
Food and Culture.
Food and Culture.
Food and Culture.
Food and culture.
Food and Culture.
Food Culture.
Food culture.
Food culture.
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There can never be an absolutely final translation
Can never be absolutely definitive translation
Translation can not be sure
Can certainly translator
You can safely Translator
You will be able to safely translator.
Will be able to translate safely.
Will be able to safely translate.
He said he will be able to carry out safely.
He said he can make it safer.
He said he could do it safer.
He said he could do it safely.
He said that it is safe.
He said that it is safe.
He said that it was safe.
It is safe.
It's safe.
It is safe.
It is safe.
It is safe.
It is safe.
It's safe.
It is safe.
It is safe.
It is safe.
That's for sure.
It has to be.
Should be.
Should be.
Should be.
Thank you.
Thank you.
Thank you.
Thank you.
Thank you.
Thank you.
Thank you.
Thank you.
Thank you.
Thank you.
Thank you.
Thank you.
Thank you.
Thank you.
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There can never be an absolutely final translation
Can never be absolutely final translation
Can never be absolutely definitive translation
Can never be entirely translated into definite
Will not be completed within the specified translation
Complete the translation of a given
Give a specific translation
Write a separate translation
Write a separate translation
Write a separate transfer
Write a separate download
small writing
small writing table
mali Table
Table Mali
table Mali
Table Mali.
List of Mali.
List of Mali.
List Mali.
List Mali.
List Mali.
Is the financial statements.
Is the financial statements.
Financial statements.
Budget.
Budget.
Budget.
Budget.
Budget.
Budget.
Budget.
Budget.
Laptops.
Laptop.
Laptop.
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There can never be an absolutely final translation
Can never be absolutely final translation
Can never be absolutely definitive translation
You can never be absolutely final translation
You can never be absolutely definitive translation
Certainly does not suit you the exact translation
For you, it certainly is not the correct translation.
For you, this is definitely not the correct translation.
For you, and certainly not the correct translation.
For you, and certainly not the correct translation.
For you, and certainly not the correct translation.
For you, and certainly not the correct translation.
For you, and certainly not the correct translation.
For you, and certainly not the correct translation.
For you, and certainly not the correct translation.
For you, and certainly not the correct translation.
And, of course, you have the right translation.
And of course, you have the correct translation.
And of course you have an accurate list.
Of course, you and I have a detailed list.
Sure, you and I have a detailed list.
Sure, you and I have a detailed list.
Of course, and I have a detailed list.
Of course I have a detailed list.
You must be an exhaustive list.
You must be exhaustive.
You must be tired.
You must be tired.
You must be tired.
You can throw it.
You can play.
You can play.
You can play.
You can play.
You can play.
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There can never be an absolutely final translation
Can never absolutely final translation
You can never absolutely final translation
You can not complete the final transfer
You can not take the final conversion
You can not take the final conversion
You can not take the final conversion
You can not take the final conversion
You can not put a final
You can not end
Does not apply to
Not applicable
does not apply
You can not apply
You can not apply
You can not apply
Not available
Not available
Not available.
Available.
Available.
Available.
Available.
Available.
Available.
Available.
Available.
Available.
In the stock market.
Securities.
Effects.
Effects.
Effects.
Results
Results
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There can never be an absolutely final translation
There can never be a translation deadlock
There can not be a deadlock in the translation
There can be banned in translation
Will have the option to eliminate the translation
You will be able to eliminate the transmission
You can eliminate the transmission
You can remove the transmission
You can stop the delivery of the
You can stop delivery
You can stop the delivery of
You can stop the delivery of
You can stop delivery
You can stop payment
You can stop payment
You can stop payment
You can stop payment
You can stop payment
You will pay
you will pay
you must pay
You have to pay
You will have to pay
You are expected to pay
You are expected to pay
You will have to pay
You will have to pay
You will have to pay
You have to pay
You have to pay
It is worth noting
It is noteworthy
It is important to note
It is important to note
This is important
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There can never be an absolutely final translation
This is not the last.
The latter is not.
The latter is not the case.
The latter is not the case.
The latter is not the case.
The latter is not the case.
The latter is not the case.
The latter is not the case.
The latter is not.
The latter is not.
The latter is not.
The latter is not the case.
Not in the second case.
In. This is not the case of a second
In. This is not the case of a second
Years. This is not the case
Years. This is not the case.
Years. This is not the case.
Years. This is not the case.
No case Jaar.Dit.
In any case Jaar.Dit.
Jaar.Dit any event.
Jaar.Dit each case.
Jaar.Dit anyway.
Anyway Jaar.Dit.
Jaar.Dit anyway.
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There can never be an absolutely final translation
There certainly can not be compiled post
There is nothing that you can not compile it
Nothing can translate
Nothing can be translated
Nothing could be
nothing can
nothing can
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
nothing
nothing
none
no
no
no
no
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday
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There can never be an absolutely final translation
Can never be translated fully in the final
Never been fully translated into final
And finally fully translated
And finally, the full translation
And finally, a full translation
Finally, a complete translation
Finally, a complete translation
Finally, a complete translation
Finally, a complete translation
At the end of a complete translation
At the end of a complete translation
At the end of a complete translation
At the end of a complete translation
At the end of a complete translation
Complete translation of the last
Full translation of the last
Complete translation of the final
Full and final translation
Full and accurate translation
Complete and accurate translation
Complete and accurate translation
Complete and accurate translation
A complete and accurate translation
The complete and accurate translation
Complete and accurate translation
Complete and accurate translation
Complete and accurate translation
Complete and accurate translation
The complete and accurate translation
Complete and accurate translation
Complete and accurate translation
Complete and accurate translation
Complete and accurate translation
Complete and accurate translation
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There can never be an absolutely final translation
Past can not be fully translated
They can complete English translation
They can complement translation
They can complement translation
You can complete the translation
You can complete the translation
You can complete the translation
You can complete the translation
You can complete the translation
You can complete the translation
You can complete the translation
You can complete the translation
You can complete the translation
You can complete the translation
You can complete the translation
You can complete the translation
You can complete translation
You can complete the translation
You can complete the translation
You can complete the translation
You can complete the translation
You can complete the translation
You can complete the translation
You can complete the translation
You can complete the translation
You can do the translation
You can do the translation
You can do the translation
you can translate
You can translate.
You can translate.
You can translate.
You can translate.
You can translate.
You can translate.
You can translate.
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There can never be an absolutely final translation
Past can not be fully translated
History can not be fully translated
The story can not be fully translated
Can not translate this whole story
Can not translate this whole story
I can not stand all this Story
I can not stand this story
I can not stand this story
I can not continue this story,
I can not this story
I can not this story
This is the story of Ken
This is the story of Ken
This is the story of Ken
This is the story of Ken.
This is the story of Ken.
This is the story of Ken.
This is the story of Ken.
Here is the story of Ken.
It is the story of Ken.
This is the story of Ken.
The story now.
History now.
History now.
It is now history.
It is now history.
It is now history.
This is the story.
This is the story.
This is the story.
That is the story.
That's the story.
It's a date.
There is a date.
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There can never be an absolutely final translation
It can not be fully translated into final
Can not be fully translated into the final
Can not translate complete the final
Can not complete the final translation
I will not be able to complete the final conversion
I was able to complete the final conversion
I was able to complete the final conversion
I was able to complete the final conversion
I was able to complete the final conversion
I was able to get the last transaction to complete
I was able to get the job completed post
I was able to complete the work item
I was able to complete the work item to
I'm kind of project
I'm the type of project.
I'm the type of project.
I'm kind of project.
I am the type of project.
Types of projects.
Type of project.
Classification.
Classification.
Classification.
Classification.
Rating.
Evaluation.
Rating.
Classification.
Classification.
Classification.
Classification.
Classification.
Classification.
Classification.
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There can never be an absolutely final translation
Can not never absolutely definitive translation
Not quite sure translates
Not quite sure translates
Not quite sure translator
Not quite sure the translator
Not sure Translator
I do not know, the compiler
I do not know, translator
I do not know, interpreter
I do not know, the translator
I do not know translator
I do not know a translator
I do not know, translator
I do not know, translator
I do not know, the interpreting
I do not know the interpretation of
I do not know the interpretation
I do not know the interpretation
I do not know the interpretation
I do not know how to explain it.
I do not know how to explain it.
I do not know how to explain.
I do not know how to explain it.
I do not know how to explain it.
I do not know how to explain it.
I do not know how to explain it.
I do not know how to explain.
I do not know how to explain it.
I do not know how to explain it.
I do not know how to explain it.
I explain that I do not know.
I do not know how to explain it.
Explain that I do not know.
Explain that you know.
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There can never be an absolutely final translation
You can never complete list of
You can complete the list of never.
You can complete the list again.
You can complete the list again.
You can complete the list.
You can complete the list.
Complete list.
A full list.
A complete list.
Complete the list.
Complete the list.
Complete list.
Complete list.
Complete list.
Complete the list.
Fill the list.
Fill this role.
Fill this role.
Fill this role.
Fill this role.
Fill this role.
Fill out this role.
Fill this role.
Play this role.
This role.
This role.
This character.
This nature.
This kind.
This type.
Is.
.
.
.
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There can never be an absolutely final translation
This is not the last.
She did not resist.
He did not resist.
There was no resistance to it.
The study did not resistance.
The study did not resist.
The study did not resist.
Study could not resist.
The study could not resist.
The study could not resist.
This analysis can not handle.
This analysis can not handle.
This analysis can not handle.
This analysis can not handle.
This analysis can not handle.
This analysis can not handle.
This analysis can not handle.
This analysis can not handle.
This analysis can not handle.
This analysis can not handle.
Research can not handle it.
Search can not handle.
Search can not be processed at this time.
Not be processed at this time.
Do not be processed at this time.
It can not be processed at a time.
The process can not be together.
The process can be.
This can be practical.
It may be convenient.
It may be convenient.
This can be handy.
It can be simple.
It can not be easy.
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There can never be an absolutely final translation
There can never be absolutely final translation
You can never be fully translated until
You can not complete translation
You can complete the translation
You can complete the translation
Create a new translation
A new translation, creating
A new translation, and creating
And create a new translation.
To create a new translation.
To create a new translation.
To create a new translation.
To create a new translation.
To create a new translation.
Follow these steps to create a new translation.
Follow these steps to create a new translation.
Follow these steps to create a new translation.
Follow these steps to create a new translation.
Follow these steps to create a new translation.
Follow these steps to create a new translation.
Do the following to create a new translation.
Like to create a new translation.
You want to create a new translation.
You want a new translation.
I want a new translation.
I want a new translation.
I want to create a new translation.
I want to create a new translation.
I want to create a new translation.
I want to create a new translation.
I want to create a new translation.
I want to create a new translation.
I want to create a new translation.
I want to create a new translation.
I want to create a new translation.
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There can never be an absolutely final translation
Will not be the final interpretation it absolutely
The final interpretation is absolutely
The final interpretation is certainly
Final interpretation, of course,
Final interpretation, of course,
The final interpretation, of course,
Interpretation of the end of the course,
Interpretation of the end of the course,
Interpretation of the end of the runway,
The interpretation of the end of the runway and landing
At the end of the air and ground
At the end of the air and ground
At the end of the air and ground
End of the air and the ground.
The end of the air and soil.
At the end of the air and soil.
At the end of the air and soil.
At the end of the air and soil.
At the end of the air and soil.
Finally, air and land.
Finally, air and land.
Finally, air and land.
Finally, the air and the ground.
Finally, the air and the ground.
Finally, air and soil.
Finally, air and earth.
Finally, the air and ground.
In the air and soil.
Air and land.
Air and land.
Air and land.
Air and land.
Air and land.
Air and land.
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There can never be an absolutely final translation
Never may not be the final translation
Can not the final version of the
It can not be the final version
This may not be the final version
This may not be the final version
This may not be the final version of
The final version of the inability to
The final version of the inability to
The final version of the inability to
The final version of the inability
The final version of the disability
The final version of the Disability
The final version of disability
The final version of disability
The final version of the disability
The final version of disability
The final version of the Disability
Malformation of the final version of the
And pervert the latest version
And the latest twist
Final Twist
final development
final development
The latest development
Recent developments
recent developments
Latest events
Recent Events
The last event.
Last meeting.
Last meeting.
Last meeting.
Last meeting.
Last meeting.
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There can never be an absolutely final translation
Can not be a translation absolutely certain
Translation can not be sure
Translation can not be sure that
Can be sure translator
You can be sure that the translator
You can be sure that the translator
You can be sure that the translator
You can be sure that the translator
You can be sure that the translator
You can be sure that the translator
Can be assured that we do not.
We may know.
We can learn.
We can learn.
We can learn.
We can learn.
We will be able to learn.
We want to learn.
We want to find out.
We want to find out.
We want to find out.
We want to find.
We wish to find.
We wanted to find.
We wanted to find out.
We wanted to find out.
I wanted to find out.
I wanted to know.
I want to know.
I want to know.
I wonder.
Maybe.
Probably.
Possible.
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There can never be an absolutely final translation
You can not ever completely final translation
You can complete the translation
You can complete the translation
You can complete the translation
You can perform the translation
you can translate
you can translate
You will be able to
You can
you can
You can
you can
you can
You can
you can
You can
You can
you can
One can
can someone
nobody can
nobody can
nobody can
Nobody can.
Nobody can.
No one can.
Nobody can.
No one can.
Nobody can.
Nobody can do it.
One can not do so.
Nobody can do that.
Nobody can do it.
Anyone can do it.
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There can never be an absolutely final translation
Pa gen moun ki ka fè li....
Hill Lee Ka such as iron ....
Cases like Hill me ....
Cases such as Hill me ....
Cases such as Hill me ....
Cases like mine .... Hill
Not like mine .... hill
Not like mine ....Hill
Not like mine ....Hill
Like mine .... Hill
I love my ....hill
I love .... hill
I love ....mounting
I love ....Meeting
I would like ....meeting
.... Would you like to collect
You want .... collection
If ....collection
If .... collection
If the collection ....
If payment ....
If payment ....
If payment ....
If payment ....
If you pay ....
If you pay ....
If you pay ....
If you pay for ....
If you pay for ....
If you pay for ....
You pay for ....
You will have to pay ....
You have to pay ....
You must pay ....
You have to pay ....
You will pay ....
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There can never be an absolutely final translation
There can never be absolutely definitive translation
Can never be completely definitive translation
Can never be completely definitive translation
Can never be completely definitive translation
Can never completely finished translation
Can never completely finished translator
Can not be completed, the translator
Can be resolved, the translator
The compiler can resolve
Compiler can resolve
The compiler can resolve
Interpreter can be solved
ailments resolved
Solutions
relief
release
free
Free
free
free
Free
free
Free
free
free
free
free
Free
no
no
Not
NO
NO
No
no
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There can never be an absolutely final translation
The final translation will never be completely
The final translation will never be completely
Will the final translation is not quite
The final translation is not completely
The final translation is not completely
The final translation is not completely
The final transfer is not completed
Completed the final transfer
The completion of the transfer of the final
The final transfer completion
Completion of the final transfer
Completion of the final transfer
The completion of the last transfer
complete the transfer
complete transfer
Complete transfer
complete transfer
Complete transfer
Complete transfer
complete transfer
transfers to an end
Wear it to the end.
Take it to the end.
Take it to the end.
Take the end.
In the final.
Final.
Final.
Finals.
Finale.
End.
End.
End.
End.
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There can never be an absolutely final translation
The past can not be fully translated
Can not fully translate good past
In the past, can not be translated fully here, and the best
In the past, it is not fully translated and better
In the past, better to have a fully translated.
In the past, full translation better.
In the past, translated into a better finish.
In translation, the past is better, performance.
In translation, the past is better performance.
In the past, I was the best performance.
In the past, you'd better performance.
In the past, you'd better performance.
In the past, you'd better performance.
Once better to do.
When we do what is best.
When we are good.
He was a good man.
He was a good man.
He was a good man.
He was a good man.
He is a good man.
He's a good man.
He is a good man.
He is a good man.
He is a good man.
He's a good man.
This is a good man.
This is a good man.
This is a good one.
It is a good idea.
It is a good idea.
It's good.
It's okay.
It's okay.
That's all right.
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There can never be an absolutely final translation
You can not be absolutely definitive translation
You can not completely accurate translation
You, can not at all accurately the translation of the
You all, I'm not certain you can translate
All of you, and I'm not sure that you can translate
Everyone, and I'm not sure they are able to translate
Everyone, and I'm sure he does not get translated
Everyone, and I'm sure that will not be translated
Everyone, and I'm sure that will not compile
Everyone, and I am sure that there are
Everyone, and I'm sure
Everyone, I'm sure
Everyone, I'm sure
Everyone, I'm sure
Everyone, I'm sure
Everyone, I'm sure
Hello, everybody, I'm sure,
Hello, everyone, I'm sure,
Hello everyone, I'm sure,
Hello everyone, I am sure,
Hello everyone, I am sure,
Hello everyone, I'm sure,
Hi all, I'm sure
Hello everyone, I am sure.
Hello everyone, I'm sure.
Hello everyone, I'm sure.
Hi all, I'm sure.
Hi all, I'm sure.
Hi all, I'm sure.
Hello all, I'm sure.
Hello everyone, I'm sure.
Hi all, I'm sure.
Hello everyone, I'm sure.
Hello everyone, I'm sure.
Hello everyone, I'm sure.
Hi all, I'm not sure.
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There can never be an absolutely final translation
In fact, the translation will be over
In fact I would be more than
In fact, I will be more than happy
To tell the truth, and I will be more than happy
To tell the truth, and I'll be more than happy
To tell the truth, and I will be more than happy
To tell the truth, I will be more than happy
Frankly, I would be more than happy
To be honest, I would be more than happy
To be honest, I would be more than happy
To be honest, I would be more than happy
To be honest, I'd be more than happy
To be honest, I'm more than happy to be
Frankly, I'm more than happy
Frankly, I am more than satisfied.
To be honest, I'm more than satisfied.
To be honest, I'm more than satisfied.
The truth is, and I'm more than happy.
The truth is, I'm more than happy.
The truth is, I'm more than happy.
True, I am very pleased.
True, and I'm very happy.
True, and I am very happy.
That said, I am very satisfied.
However, I am very pleased.
However, I am very pleased.
However, I am very pleased.
However, I am very happy.
However, I am very happy.
However, I am very happy.
However, I am very happy.
However, I am very happy.
However, I am very pleased.
However, I am very happy.
However, I am very happy.
However, I am very happy.
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There can never be an absolutely final translation
A list can never fully conclusive
List is never completely
The list is not really
The list is not really
This list is not really
This list is not really
This list is not really
This list is not really
This list is not really
This list is not true
This list is not, in fact,
This list is not, in fact,
The list, in fact, no
In fact the list, there is no
In fact, it is not listed
In fact, the list
In fact, the list
In fact, the list
In fact, the list
In fact, the list of
In fact, the list
In fact, the list
In fact, the list
In fact, the list
In fact, the list
In fact, the list of
In fact, the list of
In fact, the list of
In fact, the list of
In fact, the list
In fact, the list
In fact, the list
In fact, in the list
In fact, the list of
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There can never be an absolutely final translation
The past I can not fully transfer
I can not convey the full
I can not afford a full
I can not afford a full
I can not afford a full
I do not have the full capacity
I do not have full power
I do not have the full power
I do not have full power
I do not have full power
I have full authority
I have every right to.
I have every right to do it.
I have every right to do so.
I have every right to do so.
I have every right to do so.
I have every right to do it.
Works for me.
I like it.
I like.
I love it.
I love it.
I love it.
I love it.
I love it.
I love it.
I love it.
I love it.
I love it.
I love it.
I love it.
I love it.
I love it.
I love it.
I love it.
I love it.
I love it.
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There can never be an absolutely final translation
Can never completely translated
We do not fully
We do not fully
We do not fully
We have absolutely
We have
we
our
Us
spring
spring
spring
spring
Spring
spring
spring
Spring
spring
spring
spring
Spring
spring
spring
spring
spring
Spring
spring
spring
spring
spring
spring
Spring
Spring
spring
spring
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There can never be an absolutely final translation
No translation can ever finish
You can not complete the conversion
You can not change
You can not change
You can not change
Can not change
You can not change
You can not change
I can not change
I can not change
I can not change
I can not change
I can not change
I can not change
I can not change
I can not change
I can not change
I can not change
I can not change
I can not change
I can not change
I can not change
I can not change
I can not change
I can not change it
I can not change it
I can not change
I can not change
I can not change
I can not change
I can not change
I can not change
I can not change
I can not change
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There can never be an absolutely final translation
There has never been a full translation, final
No translation was complete and final
The lack of full and final translation
The absence of a full and final translated
Lack of full and final translation
Lack of full translation and final
The lack of complete and final transfer
The lack of complete and final transfer
A lack of complete and final transfer
Lack of complete and final transfer
Lack of full and final transfer
Lack of full speed and at the end
Lack of full speed, and in the end
Lack of full speed, and at the end of
Lack of full speed, and at the end of
Lack of full speed at the end of
Lack of full speed at the end of
At full speed
at full speed
At full speed
At full speed
at full speed
At full speed
At full speed
At full speed
At full speed
At full speed
at full speed
At full speed
at full speed
in full
fully
fully
More
more
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There can never be an absolutely final translation
Definitely not the exact translation
It is not the exact translation mistake
This is not an exact translation error
This is not an accurate translation error
This is not an accurate translation errors
This is not accurate translation errors
This is not a correct translation errors
This is not a correct translation errors
This is not a correct translation errors
This is not a correct translation errors
This is not a correct translation errors
This is not a correct translation errors
That is not an accurate translation errors
This is not an accurate translation error
It is not the exact translation error
This is not a correct translation errors
This is not a correct translation errors
This is not a correct translation errors
This is not a correct translation errors
This is not a correct translation errors
This is not a correct translation errors
This is not a correct translation errors.
This is not a correct translation errors.
This is not a correct translation error.
This is not a correct translation errors.
This is not a correct translation errors.
This is not a correct translation errors.
This is not a correct translation errors.
This is not the correct translation errors.
This is not correct translation errors.
This is not a correct translation errors.
This is not a correct translation errors.
This is not a correct translation errors.
This is not a correct translation errors.
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There can never be an absolutely final translation
Impasse knows no translation
Do not know the translation dilemma
I do not know the translator dilemma
I do not know the dilemma translation
I do not know the translation dilemma
I do not know the dilemma of translation
I do not know dilemmas in translation
I do not know that the dilemmas in translation
I know that the dilemmas in translation
I know that the problems of translation
I know the problems of translation
I know of the problems in the translation
I know the problems in translation
I know that the translation problems
I know that the translation problems
I know the problems with the translation
I have a problem with subtitles
I have a problem with subtitles
I have a problem with subtitles
I have a problem with the translation
I have a problem with translation
I have a problem with the translation
I have a problem with translation
I have a problem with translation
I have a problem with the translation
I have a problem with translation
I have a problem with translation
I have a problem with the translation
I have a problem with the translation
I'm having trouble providing
I have a problem
I have a problem
I have a problem
I have a problem
I have a problem
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There can never be an absolutely final translation
Can never absolutely final translation
There can never be absolutely final translation
You can never be fully translated into
You can not completely turn
You can not fully convert
You can not be fully
You can not completely
You completely
Wholly
Completely
Exactly
Certainly
definitely
Definitely
without a doubt
There is no doubt
There is no doubt
There is no doubt
There is no doubt
There is no doubt
There is no doubt
There is no doubt
There is no doubt
There is no doubt
There is no doubt
there is no doubt
There is no doubt
There is no doubt
There is no doubt
There is no doubt
There is no doubt
Without a doubt.
Without a doubt.
Without a doubt.
Without a doubt.
No doubt about it.
There is no doubt about it.
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There can never be an absolutely final translation
Translation is not quite
Translation is not really
The translation is not in fact
The translation is not in fact
This change is not practical
It is not practical to change
It is not practical to change
It is not practical to change the
It is practical to change
It is recommended to change
It is recommended to change
It is advisable to change the
It is advisable to change
It is advisable to change
It is advisable to change
It is recommended that you change
It is recommended that you change
It is recommended that you change
It is recommended that you change
It is recommended that you change
It is recommended to change
It is recommended that you change
It is recommended that you change
It is recommended that you change
Recommended to change
Recommended to change
Suggested change
proposed changes
The proposed changes.
The proposed changes.
Proposed changes.
The proposed amendments.
The proposed amendments.
Recommended changes.
The proposed amendments.
The proposed amendment.
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There can never be an absolutely final translation
There can never be absolutely definitive translation
There can be absolutely certain translation
It may not quite sure Romanian
Can not entirely sure, Romanian
Romania can not be absolutely sure
Romania can not be absolutely sure
Romania can not be monitored.
Romania can not be monitored.
Romania is not able to track.
Romania can not keep up.
Romania can not keep up.
Romania can not go on.
Romania can not continue.
Romania can not continue.
Romania can not continue.
Romania may continue.
Romania may continue.
Romania will continue.
Romania will continue.
Romania continues.
Romania continues.
Romania continues.
Romania remains.
Romania remains.
Romania remains.
Romania remains.
Romania still.
Romania.
Romania.
Romania.
Romania.
Romania.
Romania.
Romania.
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It is normally supposed that something always gets lost in translation;
I cling, obstinately to the notion that something can also be gained.
And usually assumed to loss is always something in the translation, and I
stubbornly cling to the idea that they can get something.
Usually it was always assumed that I lost a few, and you can get the idea I
stubbornly cling.
I always missed some of your own ideas, stubbornly insisted.
I have always stubbornly insist, I missed a couple of your own thoughts.
Stubborn, always insist I lost some of my own thoughts.
Opinionated, always insist I lost a few of my own thoughts.
Stubbornness, and I've always caught some of my ideas.
A stubbornness, I caught some of my ideas all the time.
A stubborn, I grabbed a few of my thoughts all the time.
A stubborn, I have a few of my thoughts all the time.
A stubborn, and I have some of my thoughts all the time.
A stubborn, and I have a few of my thoughts all the time.
A stubborn, and I have a few of my thoughts all the time.
A stubborn, and I have some ideas of all time.
A stubborn, and I have a few ideas all the time.
A stubborn, and I have some ideas all the time.
A stubborn, and I have a few ideas all the time.
Hardened, and I have a few ideas all the time.
Hard, and I always have a few ideas.
Hard, and I always have a few ideas.
Difficult, and I always have a few ideas.
Difficult, and I always have a few ideas.
Hard, and I always have a few ideas.
Difficult, and I always have a few ideas.
It is difficult, and always a few ideas.
It's difficult, and I still have some ideas.
It is very difficult, and I have a few ideas.
It is very difficult, and I have a few ideas.
It is very difficult, and I have some ideas.
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It is normally supposed that something always gets lost in translation;
I cling, obstinately to the notion that something can also be gained.
And usually assumed to loss is always something in the translation, and I
stubbornly cling to the idea that they can get something.
Usually it is translated into losses, and I always thought they stubbornly
cling to the idea that anything can be achieved.
This usually means the losses, and I always thought they cling stubbornly
to the idea that you can not achieve anything.
This usually means loss, and always thought they stubbornly cling to the
idea that you can not achieve anything.
This usually means the loss of, and are believed to have always stubbornly
cling to the idea that you can not do anything.
This usually means a loss, and always thought stubbornly cling to the idea
that you can do nothing.
This usually means a loss, and always seemed stubbornly hold to the idea
that you can not do anything.
This usually means a loss, and always seemed stubbornly hold to the idea
that you can not do anything.
Usually this means a loss, and it always seemed difficult to maintain the
idea that you can not do anything.
This loss can almost always it seems difficult to have an idea of ??which he
should not.
This loss is almost always difficult to get an idea of ??what he should.
This loss is almost always difficult, an idea of what it should be.
This loss is almost always difficult, I think it should be done.
This loss is almost always difficult, I think you should do it.
The damage is almost always difficult, I think you do.
Damage is almost always difficult, and I think you will.
Damage is almost always difficult, and I think it is.
Damage is always difficult, I think.
Injuries are always difficult, I think.
Injury is always difficult, I think.
Injuries are always difficult, I think.
Injuries are always difficult, I think.
Injuries are always difficult, I think.
Injuries are always difficult, I think.
Injuries are always difficult, I think.
The injuries are always difficult, I think.
Injuries are always difficult, I think.
Injuries are always difficult, I think.
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It is normally supposed that something always gets lost in translation;
I cling, obstinately to the notion that something can also be gained.
The general assumption that something is always lost in translation, and I
stubbornly hold to the idea that there could be something.
There is a general assumption that there is always something lost in
translation, and I hold strongly to the idea that it could be something else.
There is a general assumption that there is always something lost in
translation, and I like the idea that it could be something else.
There is a general assumption that there is always something lost in
translation, and I love the idea could be something else.
Anything else that can be lost in translation is always something that the
common belief, that it's something like the idea.
Anything else can be lost in translation is always something that the
general opinion is that something like the idea.
Everything else can be lost in translation always something general view
was that something like the idea.
All other translation, but it can be a general consensus has been lost and
always something, like this idea.
Are lost each other translations, but can be a general consensus and always
something like this idea.
Performance of each was lost, but the general consensus is, and always will
be something to this idea.
?? ??? ?? ???????? ??? ??? ??? ???? ??? ????? ???? ??, ??? ????? ?? ???? ?? ???
?? ???? ?? ....
??????????????????????????????????????????, ???????????????????????????
....
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It is normally supposed that something always gets lost in translation;
I cling, obstinately to the notion that something can also be gained.
Dit dat's word Algemeen aanvaar IETS nie Altyn Verloo vertaling in Berea,
IETS Wat Ek het idee hardnekkig vashou aan die
It is generally accepted that something Altyn Verloo translated in Berea,
who stubbornly cling to something That idea of ??death
Translated and accept that something Altyn Verloo stubbornly cling to
something that created the idea of death
Al Verloo stubbornly cling to things and take things in translation, the idea
of death.
Verloo stubborn, loyal and translations, and thoughts of death. Verloo
stubborn, loyal and translations, and thoughts of death.
Verloo permanent, faithful and translations, and thoughts of death.
Verloo steady, loyal, and translations, and thoughts of death.
Verloo, and constant loyalty, and to translate ideas of death.
Verloo loyalty and forever, and translate ideas into death.
Verloo loyalty and forever, and to translate ideas into death.
Verloo loyalty and forever, and translate ideas into death.
Verloo loyalty and forever, the idea of ??death.
Verloo loyalty and forever, the idea of death.
Verloo loyalty and forever, the idea of death.
Verloo loyalty and forever, the idea of ??death.
Verloo loyalty and forever, the idea of ??death.
Verloo loyalty and forever, the idea of death.
Verloo loyalty and forever, the idea of ??death.
Verloo loyalty and forever, the idea of ??death.
Verloo loyalty and for all, and the idea of death.
Verloo loyalty and for all, and the idea of death.
Verloo loyalty and for all, and the idea of death.
Verloo loyalty and for all, and the idea of death.
Verloo loyalty and for all, and the thought of death.
All Verloo and loyalty, and thoughts of death.
All Verloes and loyalty, and thoughts of death.
All Verloes and loyalty, and thoughts of death.
All Verloes and loyalty, and thoughts of death.
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It is normally supposed that something always gets lost in translation;
I cling, obstinately to the notion that something can also be gained.
In general, it is assumed that there is always something lost in translation, I
stubbornly cling to the fact that something can be achieved.
In general, it is assumed that there is always something lost in translation,
stubbornly holding on to something that can be done.
In general, it is accepted that there is always something lost in translation,
and stubbornly cling to something can be done.
In general, it is accepted that there is always something lost in translation,
and stubbornly stick to something can be done.
In general, there is always something lost in the translation is made, and
that can be hard, cling to something.
In general, there is always something lost in translation, and that can be
difficult, clinging to something.
In general, there is always something lost in translation, and it can be
difficult to stick to something.
In general, there is always lost in translation, and it can be difficult to
attach to anything.
In general, always lost in translation, and it can be hard for a pair of twins.
In general, it is always in translation, and that can be difficult in a pair of
twins.
In general, it is still translation, which can be difficult in a pair of twins.
In general, it is still translation, which may be difficult to be a pair of twins.
In general, it is still translation, which may be difficult to have a pair of
twins.
In general, it is still translation, it is difficult to make a pair of twins.
In general, however, it is difficult to make a translation of a pair of twins.
In general, however, it is difficult to provide a translation of a pair of twins.
Overall, however, it is difficult to provide a translation of a pair of twins.
In general, however, it is difficult to provide a translation of a pair of twins.
In general, it is difficult to provide a translation of a pair of twins.
Generally, it is difficult to give a translation of a pair of twins.
In general, it is difficult to provide a translation of a pair of twins.
In general, it is difficult to transfer a pair of twins.
In general, it is difficult to attach a pair of uniform.
In general, it is difficult to place a pair of uniform.
Generally uniform a couple of difficult to sit.
United pair of generally difficult to sit.
A pair of generally hard to sit.
In general, it is difficult to put in a few.
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It is normally supposed that something always gets lost in translation;
I cling, obstinately to the notion that something can also be gained.
It is generally supposed that something always gets lost in translation, and
I stubbornly cling to the idea that it can also be something gained.
It is generally supposed that something always gets lost in translation, and
I cling stubbornly to the idea that it could also be something gained.
It is a general consensus that is lost is always something in the translation,
and I'm stuck tenaciously to the idea that something could win.
It is a general consensus is always something lost in translation, I insist on
the idea to make stubborn things.
That's the general consensus is always something lost in translation, I insist
on the idea of doing things stubborn.
In general, the consensus is always something lost in translation, I
emphasize the concepts are stubborn things.
In general, the consensus is always something lost in translation, I think
the emphasis is tough stuff.
In general, the consensus is always something lost in translation, I think
the emphasis on strong.
In general, consensus is always something lost in translation, and I think
that the focus on strong.
In general, the consensus is always something lost in translation, and I
think the focus on strong.
Always lose something in the translation, and I generally agree stronger
emphasis thinks.
I think I always lose something to translate, I agree in general.
I think I always lose something to translate, I agree in general.
I think I always lose something to translate, I agree in general.
I always think something is lost in translation, I agree in general.
I do agree, I always think of something lost in translation.
I do not agree, I always think that something was lost in translation.
He not only lost all the comments.
Not only lost all comments.
Not only lose all the comments.
Just lose all comments.
Just lose all the comments.
Just lost all comments.
Just lose all the comments.
Only lose all the comments.
Just lose all the comments.
I lose all the comments.
I lost all the comments.
I lost all the comments.
I lost all my comments.
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It is normally supposed that something always gets lost in translation;
I cling, obstinately to the notion that something can also be gained.
In general, there is always something lost in translation, I can thing that
stubbornly clings.
In principle, there is always something lost in translation, I can not do
anything.
In principle, there is always something lost in translation, I can do
something.
In principle, it is not always something lost in translation, I will be able to
do something.
In principle, it is not always something lost in translation, I'll be able to do
something.
Generally, there is always something lost in translation, I can do
something.
In general, there is always something lost in translation, I can do
something.
In general, there will always be lost in translation, I can do something.
In general, there always will be lost in translation, I can do something.
In general, it is always lost in translation, I can do something.
In general, it is always lost in translation, I can do anything.
General case, it is always lost in translation, I can.
The general case, it is always lost in translation, I can not.
General case, it is always lost in translation, I do not know.
General case it is always lost in translation, I do not know.
Location is always lost in translation, and I do not know.
Place is always lost in translation, and I do not know.
Always place is lost in translation, and I do not know.
Always get lost in translation, and I do not know.
Always lost in translation, and I do not know.
Always lost in translation, and I do not know.
Translation has always, and I do not know.
Translation always, and I do not know.
Translation has always been, I do not know.
Translation has always been, I do not know.
Translation has always been, I do not know.
Translation, and always I have no idea.
Translations always have no idea.
Translations always have no idea.
Translations always no idea.
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It is normally supposed that something always gets lost in translation;
I cling, obstinately to the notion that something can also be gained.
It is generally accepted that there is always something lost in translation,
capture, stubbornly to the idea that something can be obtained.
It is recognized widely that there is always something lost in translation
and the arrest and the idea of ??continuing that they can get something.
It is well known that there is always something lost in translation and the
arrest and continued the idea that they can get something.
This is a translation and nothing can be added and it can get arrested and
they have lost the idea that there is always something going on.
This is a translation and can do anything and get arrested because they had
lost the idea that there is always something happening.
This is a translation and can be detained some because they lost the idea
that there is always something happening.
This is a translation and arrested because they have lost the idea that there
is always something happening.
This is a translation and arrested because they have lost the idea that there
is always something happening.
This is a translation and arrested because they have lost the idea that there
is always something happening.
This is a translation and arrested because they have lost the idea that there
is always something happening.
This is a translation and detained them because they always know that
some of the missing.
This is a translation and detained because they know that something is
always missing.
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ....
....
....
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It is normally supposed that something always gets lost in translation;
I cling, obstinately to the notion that something can also be gained.
It is normally supposed that something always gets lost in translation; I
cling, obstinately to the notion that something can also be gained.
It is generally supposed that something always gets lost in translation, and
I stubbornly cling to the idea that it can also be something gained.
It is generally assumed that something always gets lost in translation, and I
stubbornly cling to the idea that it can also be something gained.
It is generally acknowledged that the loss is always something in the
translation, and I stubbornly cling to the idea that they could have got
something.
It is generally acknowledged that the loss is always turning, and I
stubbornly cling to the idea that they can be.
It is generally acknowledged that the loss is always a turn, and I stubbornly
clings idea that they can be.
It is generally acknowledged that the loss still face, and I stubbornly is
based on the idea that it can be.
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The original language of Christianity is translation
Christianity in the original language with a translation
Christianity in the original language with translation
Christianity in the original language with translation
Christianity in the original language with translation
Translation of the original language of Christianity
The translation from the original language of Christian
Translation from the original language of the Christian
Translation from the language of Christian
Translation of the Christian language
C Language Translation
A C.
C.
C.
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C language
C language
C language
C
C
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The original language of Christianity is translation
Original language of Christianity is to translate
Language translation is from the Christian
English translation is not a Christian.
English translation is not a Christian.
Translation is not a Christian.
Translation is not a Christian.
Translation is not a Christian.
Translation is not a Christian.
Translation is not a Christian.
Translation is not a Christian.
Translation is not a Christian.
Translation is not a Christian.
Translation is not a Christian.
Translation is not a Christian.
Translation is not a Christian.
Translation is not a Christian.
Translation is not a Christian.
Translation is not a Christian.
Translation is not a Christian.
Translation is not a Christian.
Translation is not a Christian.
The translation is not a Christian.
Translation is not a Christian.
Translation is not a Christian.
Translation is not a Christian.
The translation is not Christian.
Translation is not a Christian.
The translation is not Christian.
Translation is not a Christian.
Translation is not a Christian.
The translation is not Christian.
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The original language of Christianity is translation
Original language of Christianity is the translator
The original language of the Christian translator
Basic Christian translator
Basic Christian translator
Basic Christian service
Basic Christian service
Basic Christian Ministry
Basic Christian Ministry
Basic Christian Ministry
Basic Christian Ministry
Basic Christian Ministry
Basic Christian Ministry
Basic Christian Ministry
Basic Christian Ministry
Basic Christian ministry
Basic Christian Ministry
Basic Christian Ministry
Basic Christian Ministry
Fundamental Christian Ministry
Basic Christian Ministry
Basic Christian Ministry
Basic Christian Ministry
Basic Christian Ministry
Basic Christian Ministry
Basic Christian Ministry
Basic Christian Ministry
Main Christian Ministries
The major Christian ministry
Christian ministry.
Christian ministry.
Christian ministry.
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The original language of Christianity is translation
Christianity is the translation of natural language
Christianity, natural language translation
Christianity, the translation of the original
Christianity and the translation from the original.
And translated from the original Christian religion.
Translated from the original Christian religion.
Translated from the original Christian religion.
Translated from the original Christian religion.
Translated from the original Christian religion.
Translated from the original Christian religion.
Translated from the original Christianity.
Translated from the original Christian.
Christian back to Alaska.
Return to Christianity Alaska.
Copy to Christianity Alaska.
Copy to Christianity Alaska.
A copy of Indian Christianity.
Indian version of Christianity.
Christianity is the Indian version.
Christianity is the Indian version.
Christianity is the Indian version.
Christianity is the Indian version.
Christianity is the Indian version.
Christianity is the Indian version.
Christianity is the Indian version.
India's version of Christianity.
India version of Christianity.
India version of Christianity.
India version of Christianity.
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The original language of Christianity is translation
Indië Christelike weergawe....
Christianity is a translation
Christianity is a translation
Christians translated
Christians translated
Translation Christians
Translation Christians
christian translation
Christian translations
Christian translation
Christelike vertaling
Christian translation
Christian translation
Christian translation
Christian translation
Christian translation
christian translation
Christian service
Christian Service
christian Service
Christian service
Christian service
Christian Service
Christian Services
Christian Services
Christian Services
Christian Services
Christian Services
Christian Services
Christian Service
Christian Dienst
Christian Dienst
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The original language of Christianity is translation
Christianity is a translation of the original
Christianity is a translation of the original text
Christianity is a translation of the original text
Christianity is a translation of the original text
Christianity, translated from the original text
Christianity, translated from the original text
Christianity, translated from the original text
Christianity, translated from the original
Christianity, translated from the original
Christianity, translated from the original
Christians, translated into the original language
Christian translation of the original language
Christian translation of the source language
Christian translation of the original language
Christian translation of the original language
Christian translation of the original language
Translated from the original language of the Christian
Translated from the original language of the Christian
Translated from the early Christian
Translation Early Christianity
Translation Early Christianity
Translation early Christianity
Translation of early Christianity
Translation of early Christianity
Translation of early Christianity
Christianity in the early translation
Christianity at the beginning of the translation
Translations of early Christianity
Translations early Christianity
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The original language of Christianity is translation
Kekristenan adalah terjemahan yang benar.
Kekristenan adalah terjemahan young Benar.
BENAR translation young basic Kekristenan.
The original translation of the Kekristenan young BENAR.
The bones original translation youth Kekristenan.
Translation of the original bones of the Youth Kekristenan.
Translation of the original bone Kekristenan youth.
Translating young kekristenan original bone.
Translation young legs original kekristenan.
Games of the kekristenan feet.
Games of kekristenan feet.
Games made ??kekristenan.
Games that kekristenan.
Games that kekristenan.
Christianity is a game.
Christianity is a game.
Christianity is a game.
Christianity is the game.
The Christian religion is a game.
Christianity is the game.
Christian game.
Christian game.
Christian game.
Christian game.
Christian game.
Christian game.
Christian game.
Christian games.
Christian games.
Christian game.
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The original language of Christianity is translation
The main language of the translation of Christ
Main language translation Christ
Language translation of Christ
Translating the language of Christ
Christ language translation
translation of Christ
translation of Christ
translation of Christ
Translated Christ
return of Christ
Second Coming of Christ
Second Coming of Christ
Second Coming of Jesus Christ.
Second Coming of Jesus Christ.
The Second Coming of Jesus Christ.
The Second Coming of Jesus Christ.
The second coming of Jesus Christ.
Christ.
World.
World.
World.
World.
World.
Photos.
Photo.
Image.
Image.
Image.
Image.
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The original language of Christianity is translation
Christianity is the indigenous translation
Christianity is a very primitive.
Christianity is a very primitive.
Christianity is a very primitive.
Christianity is a very primitive.
Christianity is a very ancient.
Christianity is very old.
The Christian religion is very old.
The Christian religion is very old.
Christianity is a very old one.
Christianity is very old.
Christianity is very old.
Christianity is very old.
Christianity is very old.
Christianity is very old.
Christianity is very old.
Christianity is very old.
Christianity is very old.
Christianity is very old.
Christianity is very old.
Christianity is very old.
Christianity is very old.
Christianity is very old.
Christianity is too old.
The Christian religion is too old.
Christian religion is very old.
Christian religion is very old.
The Christian religion is a very old one.
Christianity is not very old.
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The original language of Christianity is translation
Translated from the original language of the Christian Religion
Translation from the original language of the Christian faith
Translation from the original language of the Christian faith
Translated from the original language, the Christian faith
Translating from the original Christian faith
Translation from the original Christian faith
Translated from the original Christian
A translation of the original Christian
Translation of the original Christian
The demurrer original Christian
ORIGINAL CHRISTIAN variable resistance
Early Christianity variable resistor
In early Christianity variable resistor
Adjustable Resistance in early Christianity
Resistance to early Christianity.
Christianity in the early resistance.
Christianity in the early resistance.
Prevention of early Christianity.
Prevention of early Christianity.
Prevention of early Christianity.
Prevention of early Christianity.
Prevention of early Christianity.
Prevention of early Christianity.
Prevention of early Christianity.
Prevention of early Christianity.
Prevention and early Christianity.
Prevention and early Christianity.
Prevention and early Christianity.
Prevention and early Christianity.
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The original language of Christianity is translation
Christian source language translation is
Christian interpreter source
Source translators Christians
Source translators Christians
Source translators Christians
Source translators Christians
Translators Christian origins
Translators Christian roots
Translators Christian roots
Translator Christian roots
Translated by Christian roots
Translated by Christian roots
Translation of the Christian roots
Translation of the Christian roots
Translation Christian roots
Translation Christian roots
Translation Christian roots
Christian roots
Christian roots
Christian roots
Christian roots
Christian roots
Christian roots
Christian roots
Christian roots
Christian roots
Christian roots
Christian roots
Christian roots
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The original language of Christianity is translation
Translated from the original language, Christianity
Translated from the original version of Christianity
Translated from the original version of Christianity
Translated from the original version of Christianity
Translated from the original version of the Christian
Translated from the original version of the Christian
Translated from the original version of Christian
Translated from the original version of the Christian
Translated from the original version of the Christian
Translated from the original Christian
Translated from the original Christian
Translated from the original Christian
"From the original Christian
"The original Christian
"The original Christian
"Original Christian
"Original Christian
"original Christian
"Primitive Christian
"Primitive Christianity
"Primitive Christianity
"Primitive Christianity
"Primitive Christianity
"Primitive Christianity
"Primitive Christianity
"Primitive Christianity
"Early Christianity
"Early Christians
"Christians in the early
"Christians in the early
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The original language of Christianity is translation
Language translation is originally from Christianity
Language translation comes from Christianity
Christian text translation
Christian translation of the text
Christian translation of the text
Christian translation of the text
Christian translation of the text
Christian text translation
Christian text translation
Christian texts translation
Christian texts.
Christian texts.
Christian texts.
Christian texts.
Christian texts.
Christian texts.
Christian texts.
Christian texts.
Christian texts.
Christian texts.
Christian texts.
Christian texts.
Christian texts.
Christian texts.
Christian texts.
Christian texts.
Christian texts.
Christian text.
Christian text.
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The original language of Christianity is translation
Christianity is the translation of the original language
Christianity is a translation from the original language
Christianity is a translation of the original language
Christianity is a translation from the original language
Christianity is a translation of the original language
Christianity is a natural language translation
Christianity is the translation of natural language
Christianity is the translation of natural language
Christianity is the translation of natural language
Christianity is the translation of natural language
Christianity is the translation of natural language
Christianity is the translation of natural language
Christianity is the translation of natural language
Christianity is the natural language translation
Christianity is the translation of natural language
Christianity is the translation of natural language
Christianity is the natural language translation
Christianity is the translation of natural language
Christianity is the translation of natural language
Christianity is the translation of natural language
Christianity is the translation of natural language
Christianity is the translation of natural language
Christianity is the translation of natural language
Christianity is the translation of natural language
Christianity is the natural language translation
Christianity is the translation of natural language
Christianity is the translation of natural language
Christianity is the translation of natural language
Christianity is the translation of natural language
Christianity is the natural language translation
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The original language of Christianity is translation
The original language of Christianity is the translation
The original language of the Christian is a translator
Christian is the original language of the translator
Christianity is the original language of the interpreter
Christianity is the original language of the interpreter
Christianity is the original language interpreter
Christianity is the original language interpreter
Christianity in the original language translators
Christianity in its original language translators
Christianity in the original language interpreter
Christianity in its original language interpreter
Christianity in its original language libraries
Christianity in its original language libraries
Christianity in its original language libraries
Christianity in its original language libraries
Christianity in its original language libraries
Christianity in its original language libraries
Christian Library in its original language
Christian bookstore in its original language
The original language of the Christian Book Store
Original language of the Christian bookstore
Original language Christian bookstore
Original language Christian Book Store
The Christian Book Store Languages
Christian Languages ??Bookstore
Christian language bookstore
Christian language library
Christian language library
Christian Language Library
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The original language of Christianity is translation
Natural language of Christianity is to translate
Natural language to translate Christianity
Natural language to translate Christian
Back to Christian natural language
Back to Christian natural language
Back to natural human language
Back to natural human language
Backup the origins of human language
Backup the origin of human language
Backup of the origins of human language
Backup origins of human language
Backup source human language
Backup source of human language
Backup source of human language
Backup source of human language
Backup source of human language
Backup source of human language
Source of human language
Language sources
origins of language
assets Language
Assets Language
assets Language
Real Estate Language
Real Estate Language
Real Estate Language
Real Estate Language
Real Estate Language
Real Estate Language
Property Language
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The original language of Christianity is translation
Kitô giáo là m?t b?n d?ch c?a ngôn ng? ngu?n
Translation Translator Quito materials that mot PMM ô N NGO nguon
Translator translation in Quito moth materials EMP ON Nguon NGOs
Translate myths eating clothes Quito material amps nan Nguon NGOs
Translation Myth eating content amplifiers Quito clothes Nan Nguon
associations
Translation Myth eat Content amplifiers Quito clothes Nan Nguon
Association
Quito design amplifiers Nan clothing Nguon Food Association Translation
myth
Quito clothing design speakers Nan Translation Association Nguon food
myths
Quito Nan translation Speaker Design Society Nguon food myths
A translation Kalbejo Nan Food design community myths Nguon
A food translation Kalbejo Nan Community design Nguon myths
Translation of the Nan Kalbejo food myths Nguon Design Community
Translation Nan Kalbejo food design Nguon myths community
My Nan Kalbejo food myths Nguon community project
My Nan Kalbejo Nguon food myths community project
My Nan Kalbejo Nguon food myths community project
My plan Nan Kalbejo Nguon food mýty Social Development
My Nan Kalbejo Nguon khadya mýty Social Development Plan
In my Kalbejo Nguon khadya myty Social Development Plan
In my Kalbejo Nguon development plan myty khadya social
My Kalbejo Nguon myty khadya Social Development
I Kalbejo Nguon myty khadya social development
I Kalbejo Nguon myty Khady social
I Kalbejo community Nyuon myty Cady
I Kalbejo community Nyuon myty caddy
I Kalbejo Nyuon community housing myty
I Kalb Nyuon community housing myty
, I Nyuon the social family Kalb myty
, I Nyuon social family Kalb myty
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The original language of Christianity is translation
Christianity is a translation of the original
Christianity is a translation of the original
Christianity is a translation of the original
Christianity is a translation of the original
Christianity is a translation of the original
Christianity is the main translation
Christianity is the major translation
Christianity is the largest translation
Christianity is the largest translation
Christianity is the largest transfer
Christianity is the transfer
Christianity is the transfer
Christianity is the transfer
Christianity is the transfer of
Christianity is the transfer
Christianity has been transferred from
Christian turned
Christian Returns
Christian Returns
Christian returns
Christian returns
Christian returns
Christian returns
Back to Christianity
Return to Christianity
Return to Christianity
Return to Christianity
Return to Christianity
Back to Christianity.
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The original language of Christianity is translation
The original language of the Christian is a translator
The original language of the Christian is a translator
The original language of the Christian is a translator
The original language of the Christian is a translator
The main language of the Christian is the line
The main language of Christianity is the line
Main language of Christianity is online
The main language of Christianity
The main language of Christianity
Main language of Christianity
Christ is the primary language
Christ is the main language
Christ is the most important language
Christ is the main language
The first language of Christ
Christ first language
Christ native
Christ, the original
Christ,
Christ,
Christ
Christ
Christ
Christ
Christ
Christ
Christ
Christ
Christ
Christ
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The original language of Christianity is translation
The original language of the Christian is a translator
Christian original language interpreter
Original Christian translator
On-line Christian sources
Online Christian sources
Christian Online Resources
Christian Online Resources
Christian sources on the Internet
Christian Resources on the Internet
Christian Resources on the Internet
Christian Resources on the Internet
Christian Resources on the Internet
Christian resources on the Internet
Christian resources on the Internet
Internet Christian Resources
Christian Internet Resources
Christian web resources.
Christian resource site.
Christian Resource Site.
Cristiano site resources.
Page Cristiano sources.
Cristiano sources.
Cristiano sources.
Christian sources.
Christian sources.
Christian sources.
Christian sources.
Christian sources.
Christian sources.
Christian sources.
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The original language of Christianity is translation
Christian translator in the original language
Christian translators in the original language
Translation of the Christian religion in its original language
Translation of the Christian religion in the original language
Translation of the original language of the Christian religion
Translation of the original Christianity
Christian original translation
Translated the original Christian
A translation of the original Christian
A translation of the original Christian
Translation of the original Christian
Translations of the original Christian
Translations of the original Christian
A translation of the original Christian
Translation of the original Christian
Translation of the original Christian
Translation of the original Christian
original Christian translation
Original Christian Translation
Alaska Christian translations
Alaska Christian translations
Alaska Christian translation
Alaska Christian translation
Alaska Christian translation
Alaska Christian legends
Christian Indian legends
Legendary Indian Christian.
India Christian mythology.
Indian Christian mythology.
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The original language of Christianity is translation
The original language of the Christian is a translator
Christian language is the original interpreter
Christianity is the original language interpreter
Christianity is original language interpreter
Christianity is the original language interpreter
Christianity is the original language interpreter
Christianity is original language interpreter
Christianity is the indigenous language interpreters
Christianity is an indigenous language interpreters
Christianity is the indigenous language interpreters
Christianity is the indigenous language interpreters.
Christianity is the indigenous language interpreters.
Christianity is native translators.
Christianity is the translators.
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Translations are a partial and precious documentation of the changes
the text suffers
Partial translation of documents is precious and suffer changes to the text
A partial translation of documents, precious and undergo some changes in
the text
Partial translation of documents, valuable and will undergo some changes
in the text
A partial translation of documents, valuable, and will be a few changes in
the text
Documents, changes made to the text valuable, and partial translation
Change the text is valuable and partly translated documents
Change the text value and partially translated documents
Change the value of the text, and partially translated documents
The value of the text and the translated documents to change
Value of text and documents translated switch
The value of the text and translation of documents switch
Open Text and translation quality switch
Open Text Translation and quality switch
Open Test and conversion quality
Open Test and mass conversion
Open test and conversion of mass
Open trial and mass conversion
Public hearing and batch conversion
House and Batch Conversion
House and Batch Conversion
House and Batch Conversion
House and Batch Conversion
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Translations are a partial and precious documentation of the changes
the text suffers
Partial translation of documents is precious and changes in the text suffers
Partial translation of documents is expensive and suffers from changes in
the text
Partial translation of text documents, expensive and tend to change
Translation of text documents, expensive and prone to change
Translation of text documents, expensive and prone to change
Translation of documents and texts, and expensive and may be changed
Translation of documents and texts, but expensive, and may change
Translation of documents and books, but for the price change, and
Translation of documents and books, but also to price changes, as well as
Translation of documents and books, but also to price changes, as well as
Price changes translation of documents and books, but also for, as well as
Price changes in the translation of documents and books, but also, as well
as
Price changes in the translation of documents and books, but also, and
Price changes in the translation of documents and books, as well as
Price changes in the translation of documents and books, as well as
Translation of documents and the book value was changed and
Translation of documents and the carrying value change
Translation of documents and the carrying value change
Document translation, and changes in the carrying value of the
Document translation, and changes in fair
Document translation, and changes in fair
Document translation and changes in fair value
Translation of documents and changes in fair value
Translation of documents and changes in fair value
Document translation and changes in fair value
Changes in the fair value of the document and translations
Changes in the fair value of the document translations
Changes in the fair value of the translation of the document
Changes in the fair value of the translation of the document
Changes in the fair value of the translation of the document
Changes in the fair value of the translation of the document
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Translations are a partial and precious documentation of the changes
the text suffers
Partial translation and changes in the price of paper documents to
Translation and a change in the price of paper documents
Translation and changes in the price of paper
Translation and paper change
Service and change the paper
The changing role of service
The changing role of service
Changing role of the service
Changes in the operating
Agents of change
agents of change
Agents of change
agents for change
Agents for change
change agents
Subject to change
flexibility
flexibility
Flexibility
flexibility
flexibility
flexibility
flexibility
flexibility
Flexibility
flexibility
flexibility
Flexibility
flexibility
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Translations are a partial and precious documentation of the changes
the text suffers
Translation of documents is part of the changes that are suffering precious
text
Translation of documents is part of the changes that suffer precious text
Translation of documents is part of the changes that are suffering the most
valuable text
Translation of documents is part of the changes taking place text value
Translation of documents is part of the changes that occur text value
Translation of documents is part of the changes the text value
To change the text of the document
To change the text of the document
To change the text documents
To change the text documents
Change text documents
Change text documents
Editing text documents
And editing text documents
And editing text documents
And edit text documents
And edit text documents
A text editing documents
Modified text documents
Modified text documents
Change text documents
And editing text documents
And editing text documents
And edit text documents
And edit text documents
And modify text documents
And modify text documents
And edit text documents
And edit text documents
And edit text documents
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Translations are a partial and precious documentation of the changes
the text suffers
Partial translation of text documents and valuable changes tend to
A partial translation of documents, text and changes tend to value
A partial translation, text documents, and values tend to change
A partial translation, text documents, and values are subject to change
A partial translation, text documents, and change the values of
A partial translation, text documents, and change the values
A partial translation, text documents, and change values
Translation part, text documents, language and values
Translation of text documents, languages and values
Translation of text documents, language and values
Text document translation, language and values
Translate from the language of the document text, and values
Translated from the language of the document and values
Documents, and rich language
Documents, and rich language
Documents and rich language
Documents and rich language
Documents, and rich language
Documents and rich language
Documents and rich language
Documents and rich language
Documents, and rich language
Documents, and rich language
Documents, and rich language
Documents and rich language
Documents and rich language
Documents, and rich language
Documents, and rich language
Documents and rich language
Documents, and rich language
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Translations are a partial and precious documentation of the changes
the text suffers
Pain precious text translation and partial document changes
Precious Pain translated text and document partial changes
Pain valuable text documents and partial changes
Pain valuable documents, text and objects changes
Pain valuable documents, text and changing
Pain valuable documents, text and change
Pain valuable documents, text and replace
Valuable documents and messages of pain.
The value of documents and messages of pain.
Value documents and messages of pain.
The documents and the value of pain messages.
Documents, and the value of pain messages.
Documents, and the value of pain messages.
Documents, and the value of pain messages.
Documents, and the pain messages.
Documents and messages of pain.
Documents and messages of pain.
Documents and messages of pain.
Find documents and pain.
Find documents and pain.
Find documents and pain.
Find documents and pain.
Find documents and pain.
You can find documents and pain.
You can find documents and pain.
You can find the document and pain.
You can find and document pain.
You can find and document pain.
You can find and document pain.
 آپ ﮐﻮ ﺗﻼش اور دﺳﺘﺎوﯾﺰ کے درد ﮐﺮ ﺳﮑﺖے ﮦیں....
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Translations are a partial and precious documentation of the changes
the text suffers
Translation of documents is partial and the value of the changes in the text
suffers
Translation of documents is a partial value suffers changes in the text
Translation of documents is a partial value suffers changes in the text
Translation of documents suffers partial changes the value of the text
Translation of documents suffer partial changes the value of the text
Translation of documents suffer partial changes the value of the text
Partial translations documents are subject to changes in the value of the
text
Documents partial translation of the text and change the value
Documents partial translation of the text and change the value
Documents translated some of the text and change the value.
Translation of some documents from the text and change the value.
Translation of certain documents from the text and change the value.
Translation of certain documents from the text and change its value.
Translation of some documents from the text and change its value.
Translate some text documents and change its value.
Translation of text documents and change the value.
I want the value of documents and text translation.
I want the value of documents and text translations.
I want the value of documents and text.
I want the text value.
I want the text value.
I want the text value.
I want the value of the text.
I want the value of the text.
I want the text value.
I want the value of the text.
I want the value of the text.
I want to write the value.
I want to write the value.
I want to write the value.
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Translations are a partial and precious documentation of the changes
the text suffers
The translation of the text suffers from partial and precious documentation
changes
Translate some documents the suffering and face.
Pain in the mouth and the translation of some documents.
Pain in the mouth, the translation of some documents.
Pain in the mouth, and the translation of some documents.
Pain in the mouth, and the translation of some documents.
Pain in the mouth and documents.
Pain in the mouth and the file.
Pain in the mouth and files.
The pain in her mouth and files.
Pain in the mouth and files.
Pain in the mouth and files.
Pain in the mouth and.
Pain in the mouth of
bad mouth
Bad mouth
bad mouth
bad mouth
tattlers
tattlers
tattlers
tattlers
tattlers
tattlers
tattlers
tattlers
Gossip
gossip
rumor
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Translations are a partial and precious documentation of the changes
the text suffers
Translation of documents is part of the changes that precious suffer Text
Translation of documents are part of the changes, which suffered an
important text
An important part of a change in the translation of documents, which allow
text
An important part of the change in the translation of documents, which
allows the text
In the translation of a change in the available documents to assist it
Any change in the translation of documents that can help
Change the translation of the document that can help
It can help to change the translation of documents
It can help to change the translation of documents
It can help change the translation of documents
It can help to change the translation of documents
Translation of documents that can help to change
Translation of documents that can help to change
Translations of documents that can help change
Translation of documents that can help to change
Convert BL assigned  کh Mei Tawand  کI  کchange ...
The conversion of a certain BL  کh May Tawanda  ک کI changed ...
Transform K h BL to Tawanda me ...
Transform K H BL to Tawanda me ...
Transform K H BL Tawanda me ...
K H BL Tawanda my ...
K H BL to Tawanda me ...
K H I Tavanda BL ...
H. Ceremony I bl ...
H.I P ceremony ...
H.I P ceremony ...
P H.I event ...
P H.I event ...
P H.I event ...
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Translations are a partial and precious documentation of the changes
the text suffers
Translation is a valuable document of partially change text suffering
The translation of a document worth the suffering of the text 1/2
Text translation 1/2 and document the value of suffering
Half the value of the text translation and document suffering
Translation of texts and documents pain half price
Translate text and materials migraine
Translate text and materials migraines
Translate text and materials migraines
Translation of text and materials migraine
Translation of materials and migraine
Translation of materials and migraines
Translation of materials and migraines
Translation of materials and migraines
Translation of materials and migraines
Translation of materials and migraine
Translated materials and migraine
Translation of materials and migraines
Translation of materials and migraines
Translation of materials and migraines
Materials and migraine translation
Materials and migraine translation
Materials and migraine translation
Materials and translation migraine
Materials and migraines translation
Materials and translation of migraines
And translate material from migraine
Transfer of migraine
Transfer migraine
Transfer migraine
Transfer migraines
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Translations are a partial and precious documentation of the changes
the text suffers
Partial transfer of valuable documents and text changes allowing
Partial removal of documents and text
Is partially removed from the file, and the text
Partially removed from the files and text
Delete some files and messages.
Delete some files and messages.
Delete files and messages.
Delete files and messages.
Delete files and messages.
Delete files and messages.
Delete files and messages.
Delete files and messages.
Delete files and information.
Deleting files and data.
Delete files and data.
Deleting files and data.
Deleting files and data.
Deleting files and data.
Delete files and data.
Deleting files and data.
Deleting files and data.
Deleting files and data.
Deleting files and data.
Deleting files and data.
Delete the files and data.
Deleted files and Latitude.
Deleted files and width.
Deleted files and width.
Deleted files and width.
Delete and view the files.
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Translations are a partial and precious documentation of the changes
the text suffers
Translation of documents is part of the changes that are suffering precious
text
Invaluable advanced translation of the document is part of the change
Translation Advanced invalid part of the exchange of documents
Translation Advanced invalid part of the exchange of documents
Translation Advanced invalid part of the exchange of documents
Advanced replacement for part of an incorrect theory of translation tools
Replace some of the translations developed by the theory of
Edit theory advanced a translation
Change theory forward translation
Change the theory of translation forward
Translated from the theory of change
Translated from the theory of change
Translated from the theory of change
Changes in translation theory
Changes in translation theory
Changes in translation theory
Changes in translation theory
Changes in translation theory
Translation theory changes
Translation theory changes
Translation theory changes
Translation theory change
Translation theory of change
Translation of the theory of change
Translation theory of change
Translation of Theory of Change
Translation theory of change
Changes in translation theory
Changes in the theory of translation
Changes in the theory of translation
Translation theory of change
Translation theory of change
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Translations are a partial and precious documentation of the changes
the text suffers
Translation of documents is part of the changes that precious suffer Text
Standard document, which suffered from a rare address
Suffers from a rare address to a consolidated document,
He suffered from a rare address to a unified document
He suffered from the title of a rare document of a unified
He suffered from the title of a rare document of a unified
He suffered from a rare unity of the document title
Integration suffers from a rare document of title
Integrated suffers from a rare document
Integrated suffers from a rare document
Integrated suffers from a rare document
Integrated suffers from a rare document
Integrated suffers from a rare document
Complex suffers from a rare document
Complex suffers from a rare document
Rarely suffer the embarrassment of the same document
Rarely suffer the embarrassment of the same document
Rarely suffer the embarrassment of document
Rarely affects anxiety File
A rare case of infected files
A rare case of infected files
A rare example of infected files
A rare example of infected files
A rare example of infected files
A rare example of the infected file.
A rare example of an infected file.
A rare example of an infected file.
Rare example of an infected file.
Rare example of an infected file.
Rare example of an infected file.
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Translations are a partial and precious documentation of the changes
the text suffers
Translation of the document, which is part of the change in that precious
suffer, the text
Translation of the document, which is part of this valuable experience, and
the text changes
Translation of documents, it is a valuable experience, and change the text
Translation of documents, it is a valuable experience, and change text
Translation of documents, it is a valuable experience, and change the text
Translation of documents, it is a worthwhile experience, and the text
changes
Translation of documents, it is a good experience, and text changes
Document translation is a good experience, and text changes
Translation of the document was a good experience, and test changes
This is a translation of the document is a good experience and test the
changes
This is a translation of the document was a good experience and to test
changes
Hau's dokumentuaren itzulpena esperientzia ona Izaña Zen ETA aldaketak
probatzeko ...
ETA aldaketak probatzeko dokumentuaren itzulpena esperientzia Izaña
General Howe in Oman ...
ETA aldaketak probatzeko dokumentuaren itzulpena esperientzia Izar very
common in Oman ...
ETA aldaketak probatzeko dokumentuaren itzulpena esperientzia IZAR
often in Oman ...
ETA aldaketak probatzeko dokumentuaren itzulpena esperientzia Mizar
often Oman ...
ETA aldaketak probatzeko dokumentuaren itzulpena esperientzia balance
often ...Oman
In general, the remaining ETA aldaketak probatzeko dokumentuaren
itzulpena esperientzia ... Oman.
In general, the rest of the OP aldaketak probatzeko dokumentuaren
itzulpena esperientzia ... Oman.
In general, logo animation clips * aldaketak probatzeko dokumentuaren.
itzulpena esperientzia ... Oman.
itzulpena esperientzia ... Amman.
itzulpena esperientzia ...Aman.
Translation experience ... Aman.
Translation experience ...Aman.
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Translators have to prove to themselves as to others that they are in
control of what they do
Translators have to prove themselves as others that they are in control of
what they do
Interpreters must prove that they, like others, they control what they do
Interpreters for them, and others, as evidence of what they want to see
Translators, etc. on them, you want to see as a sign of
Translators, etc. on them, you want to see as a sign of
Translators, and so on. With this, you see it as a sign of
Translators, and so on. With this, you see it as a sign of
Interpreter, and so on. In addition, see it as a sign
Translator, and so on. In addition, we see it as a sign of
Interpreter, and so on.In addition, we see it as a sign
In addition interpreter on.In, and we see it as a sign
On.In performer addition, we see a poster
Operation On.In In addition, we see a poster
Operation On.In In addition, we see a poster
On.In operation also see a poster
On.In operation also saw a poster
Process On.In poster
Website On.In
网站 On.In (website On.In)
网站 On.In (On.In)
网站 On.In (On.In)
网站 (On.In) On.In
网站 (On.In) On.In
网站 (On.In) On.In
网站 (On.In) On.In
网站 (On.In) On.In
网站 (On.In) On.In
网站 (On.In) On.In (Website (On.In) On.In)
网站 (On.In) On.In (( وﯾﺐOn.In) On.In)
网站 (On.In) On.In (( وﯾﺐOn.In) On.In)
网站 (On.In) On.In (( وﯾﺐOn.In) On.In)
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Translators have to prove to themselves as to others that they are in
control of what they do
Translators prove to themselves that they are in control of what they do
Translators prove to myself that they control what they do
Translator to prove yourself that they control what they do
Interpret evidence to charge what they do
Interpret the evidence to ask what they do
Interpret data, ask what they are doing
Interpretation of the data, ask what they do
Interpretation of the data, ask what they are doing
Interpretation of the data, which they did
Interpretation of the data made
Made interpret data
interpretation of data
interpretation of the data
In description
in the description
Description
description
nature
nature
Nature
nature
nature
Nature
Nature
Nature
nature
Nature
Nature
Nature
nature
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Translators have to prove to themselves as to others that they are in
control of what they do
Translators must be for others who are in control of what they do
Other translators have done.
I have other translators.
I have other translators.
I have a new translation.
I have a new translation.
I have a new translation.
I am a new translation.
I have a new translation.
New translation.
A new translation.
New translation.
Games translations.
Game translations.
Game translations.
Game translations.
Game translations.
Free transportation is provided.
Shipping is free.
Shipping is free.
Shipping is free.
Free shipping.
Free shipping.
Shipping is free.
Delivery is free.
Delivery is free of charge.
Free shipping.
Free shipping.
Free shipping.
Free shipping.
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Translators have to prove to themselves as to others that they are in
control of what they do
Translators prove to themselves that they have someone else responsible
for what they do
Translated by itself sufficient to demonstrate that they have someone else
to blame for their
Translated by itself sufficient to prove that someone else is in control of
Translation in itself sufficient to prove that someone is in charge
Translation itself is enough to prove that someone is responsible
Translation itself is enough to prove that someone is responsible for
Translation for those responsible enough to prove
On those who are responsible enough to convince translation
Enough to convince officials translator
Enough to convince officials translator
Enough to convince officials translator
Official Translator convince enough
Official translator and confident enough
The official translator and a lot of confidence
There is a lot of support and confidence.
There is a lot of support and confidence.
There is a lot of support and confidence.
There is a lot of support and confidence.
There is a lot of support and confidence.
There is a lot of support and confidence.
There is a lot of support and confidence.
There is a lot of support and confidence.
There is a lot of support and confidence.
There is a lot of support and confidence.
There is a lot of support and confidence.
There is a lot of support and confidence.
There is a lot of support and confidence.
There is a lot of support and confidence.
There is a lot of support and confidence.
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Translators have to prove to themselves as to others that they are in
control of what they do
Translated from others to prove that what they are doing, should be
checked
What should be done, and others to demonstrate the translation, it is
necessary to check
What else can translate that to avoid the need to demonstrate
How to avoid translation can
How to Translate
How to translate
how to interpret
How do I explain
Explain how I
Explain how I
Explain how I
Explain how I
Explain how I
Explain how I
Explain how I
Explain how I
explain
explain
explain
comments
Footnote
footnote
footnote
Footnote
Footnote
Footnote
Footnote
footnote
about it
ear
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Translators have to prove to themselves as to others that they are in
control of what they do
Some commentators do to prove himself capable of
Some commentators have proven capable
Some commentators may prove
Some commentators may be proved
Some commentators have proved
Some commentators have attempted
Some commentators have tried
Many people have tried to
Many people try
Many people try
Many people try
Many people try to
Many people try to
Many people try to
Many people try
Many people try
Many people try
Many people try to.
Many people try.
Many people try.
Many people try.
Many people try.
Many people try.
Many people try.
Many people try.
A lot of people are working.
Many people work.
Many people work.
A lot of the people I work.
I do a lot of people.
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Translators have to prove to themselves as to others that they are in
control of what they do
Translated by others to prove that they have control
Translated by others to prove that they have control
Translated by others to prove that they have control
Translated by others to prove that they control
They were introduced to control the other person.
They have to know the other person to control.
They need to know someone else's control.
They need to know someone else's control.
They need to know someone else's control.
They need to know someone else's control.
What you need to know is someone else in control.
What you need to know someone else is in control.
What you need to know is the person in control.
What you need to know the person in control.
What you need to know to apply.
What you need to know to apply.
What you need to know to apply.
What you need to know to apply.
You know they are there.
You know that.
You know that.
Did you know.
Did you know that.
Did you know that.
Did you know that.
Did you know that.
Did you know that.
Did you know that.
Knew.
Known.
I do not know.
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Translators have to prove to themselves as to others that they are in
control of what they do
Translators to prove themselves because it can be controlled in different
Test translators because it can not be controlled in different
I can not try to be different.
I try to be different.
I try to be different.
I try to be different.
I try to be different.
I try to be different.
I try to be different.
I try to be different.
I try to be different.
I try to be different.
I try to be different.
I try to be different.
I try to be different.
I try to be different.
I try to be different.
I strive to be different.
I'm trying to be different.
I try to be different.
I try to be different.
I try to be different.
I will try to
I will try to
try
Try
try
effort
effort
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Translators have to prove to themselves as to others that they are in
control of what they do
To prove to others that control what we do.
We try to rule others.
We are trying to control others.
Others are trying to control.
Trying to control.
Try to control.
Attempt to control
Attempt to control the
Efforts to control the
efforts to manage
efforts to achieve
Is trying to achieve.
Trying to achieve.
Trying to achieve.
Trying to achieve.
Trying to achieve.
Trying to attain.
Trying to achieve.
Trying to get.
Trying to get.
Trying to get.
Try to get.
Try it.
Try it.
Try it.
Try it.
Test.
Test.
Testing.
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Translators have to prove to themselves as to others that they are in
control of what they do
Translated by others to prove that they control themselves
Translated by others to prove that they have control over their own
Translation of others to prove that they have control over their
Translation others that they control, to prove
Others that they do not control the translation, proof
Their translation, proof that no controls other
Their translation, proof that no other control
Translations that none of the other control
Translations that none of the other controls
Translations that none of the other controls
Translations that none of the other controls
We have no control over other
We have no control over another
We have no control over other
We have no control over other
We can not control the other
We can not control other
control
control
control
Management
Management
management
Management
Management
Management
management
management
Management
management
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Translators have to prove to themselves as to others that they are in
control of what they do
Interpreter prove to themselves that they are in control of what others are
doing
Interpreter to prove to themselves that they are in control of what others
are doing
They interpreter to prove yourself that you control what others are doing
They interpreter to prove yourself that you do have control over what
other
They show themselves interpreter that you have control over the other
If they have control over the other interpreters
If you have control over other interpreters
If you have control of the other interpreters
If you control the other translators
Select Translators
Select translators
Select translators
highlight interpreters
The most prominent interpreters
The most prominent interpreters
The most prominent interpreters
The most important translators
The most important translators
The most important.
The most important.
The most important.
Even more important.
Even more important.
Last mission.
Posted Mission.
Deployment.
Publication.
Release.
Publish.
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Translators have to prove to themselves as to others that they are in
control of what they do
Translators prove to others that they have control over what they do
Translators that they had control over the other evidence
Control over the other actors evidence
Tests to check for other participants
Test to check the other participants
Arrival of other participants
Pay attention to other participating
Notice of participation other
Others are concerned
Others are worried
Concern for others
Caring for others.
Concern for others.
Consideration for others.
Consideration for others.
Another consideration.
Another opinion.
Another thought.
Another thought.
Another idea.
Another idea.
Another idea.
Another idea.
Another idea.
Another idea.
Idea.
Idea.
Idea.
Ideas.
Ideas.
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Translators have to prove to themselves as to others that they are in
control of what they do
I need to prove to others that they control their interpreters
I had to prove to others that control their players
I had to prove myself to others who control their players
I had to check other players to prove
I have other players who are looking to prove
I have other players who are looking to prove
I search for other players to prove that
I search for other players to show that
I'm looking for other players to show that
I'm looking for other players to show that
I'm looking for other players to show that
I want to show the other players
I want other players to show
I want other players to show
I want other players to show
I want other players to show
I want to show other players
I want to show to other players
I want to let the other players
I want another players
I want another player
I want a different player
I want another player
I would like a different player
I'd like to have another player
I want to be with other players.
I want them to other players.
I asked them to other players.
I asked the other players.
I asked the other players.
I asked the other players.
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Translators have to prove to themselves as to others that they are in
control of what they do
They prove to others that they are managed by translators
Prove to others that they are controlled by the translators
Evidence of other control Translators
Proof of dealing with other translators
Guide to dealing with other translators
Guide to working with other translators
Other translators who guide
Other translators who ride
Other translators who ride
Other translators who ride
Other translators who ride
Other translators who ride
Walking on the other translators
Walking other translators
Walking other translators
Other translators hiking
Other translators hiking
Other translators Hiking
Other translators roads
Other translators roads
Other translators road
Other translators Street
street translator
the translator
Interpreter
explanatory
explanation
explanation
explanation
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Translators have to prove to themselves as to others that they are in
control of what they do
Translators themselves to other people who are in charge of what they do
to prove
Translators themselves to other people responsible for what they do to
prove
Translators have to prove themselves responsible for what other people
Interpreters must be shown to be responsible for what other people
Interpreters must appear to be responsible for someone else
Translators need for something
Translators need something
Need translators
translators needed
translators needed
translators needed
Try translator
try translator
try compiler
try translator
Try translator
try translator
Try translator
Try translator
Try translator
Try translator
Try translator
efforts to translate
back to work
back to work
Back to work
Back to work
Back to work
Back to work
Back to work
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Translators have to prove to themselves as to others that they are in
control of what they do
Translators prove to themselves that they are in control of what they do in
other
Translators prove to themselves that they are in control of what they do in
other
Interpreters demonstrate the control of the same
Spokesman showed that control of
Speaker has demonstrated that the control of
Speaker indicates that the control system
The speaker refers to the control system
President to the control system
The president of the management system
Chairman of the management system
Prime Management System
Prime Management System
Prime Management System
System Management
System Management
System Management
management system
OS
operating system
Operating System
Operating system
Operating System
operating System
operating system
operating system
operating system
Operating system
Operating System
OS
operating System
Operating System
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Translators have to prove to themselves as to others that they are in
control of what they do
Translators to prove themselves as is the case in other controls that were
Interpreter to prove himself as the other controls
Interpreter to prove themselves to other controls
Interpreter to prove themselves to other factors
Interpreter to prove themselves to other factors
Other things interpreter to prove themselves
Another translator to prove themselves
Another interpreter to prove himself
Another interpreter, to prove
The latest performer to show
Later, as an artist view
Later, when the artist View
Then, when the artist
Then, when the artist
Then, when the artist
Then, by
Then, through
Then, the
then
then
Then
after
after
after
then
then
after
after
After
After
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Translators have to prove to themselves as to others that they are in
control of what they do
Translators to prove that to others who are themselves in control of what
they are doing
Translators for other people who find themselves in control of what they
do to prove
Translators for other people that they do to prove him
Invites you to other translators
Other translators Invitation
Invite other translators.
Invite other translators.
Invite other translation.
Invite translation.
Invite translation.
Invite translation.
Invite translation.
Invite translation.
Requires translation.
I need to translate.
I need an interpreter.
I need an interpreter.
I need an interpreter.
I need an interpreter.
I need an interpreter.
I need an interpreter.
I have an interpreter.
I have an interpreter.
I have a translator.
I have an interpreter.
I am a translator.
I am a translator.
I am a translator.
I am a translator.
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Translators have to prove to themselves as to others that they are in
control of what they do
ﻗﺮرت أن أﺑﺪأ...
 ﻗﺮرت أن أﺑﺪأ...
I decided to start ...
I decided to start ...
I decided to start ...
I decided to start ...
I decided to start ...
I decided to start ...
I decided to start ...
I decided to start ...
I decided to start ...
I decided to start ...
I started ...
I started ...
I started ...
I started ...
I ...
I ...
I ...
I ...
I ...
I ...
I ...
I ...
I'm ...
I am ...
I am ...
I ...
I ...
I ...
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Translators have to prove to themselves as to others that they are in
control of what they do
Translators to prove to others that they themselves control what they do
Translator prove to others that they themselves control what they do
Translator prove to others that they themselves control over what they do
To prove to others that they control what they do
To demonstrate that control what they do
Control to show that what they are doing
Goes to show that they do
it goes
unnecessary
unnecessary
useless
Useless
Useless
Useless
useless
useless
void
disability
inability
inability
disability
disability
disablement
environmental ban
Ban Environment
Ban environment
Ban environment
Ban environment
Ban environment
Ban environment
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Western Europe owes its civilization to translators
Western Europe, the translation is civilization
Western Europe, the cultural translation
Western Europe, the cultural translation
Western Europe, and the translation of cultural
Western Europe, and the translation of cultural
Western Europe, as well as cultural translation
Western Europe, as well as cultural translation
Western Europe, as well as cultural translation
In Western Europe, as well as cultural translation
In Western Europe, as well as cultural translation
In Western Europe, as well as cultural translation
In Western Europe, as well as cultural translation
In Western Europe, as well as cultural translation
In Western Europe, as well as cultural translation
In Western Europe, as well as the cultural translation
As in Western Europe, in the cultural translation
In Western Europe, in the cultural translation
Western Europe and the cultural translation
Western Europe of cultural translation
Western Europe Roman cultural
Western Europe, the Roman culture
Western Europe and Roman culture
Western Europeans and Roman culture.
Western Europeans and Roman culture.
Western Europe and the Roman culture.
Roman Western Europe soon.
Rome Western Europe in tears.
Rome Western Europe in tears.
Rome Western Europe in tears.
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Western Europe owes its civilization to translators
Western Europe owes its civilization to translators
Western Europe owes its civilization translator
Western Europe and civilization owes translator
Western Europe and civilization as a result of translation
As a result of the translation of the civilization of Western Europe and
As a result of translation of Western civilization in Europe and
If Western culture in Europe, translation and
Europe, the Western culture, and Translation
Europe, Western culture and translation
Europe, the Western culture and translation
Europe, the Western culture and translation
Europe, the Western culture and translation
In Europe, and Western culture and translation
Western European culture and translation.
Western culture and translation.
Western culture and language.
Western cultures and languages.
Western cultures and languages.
Western cultures and languages.
Western cultures and languages.
Western cultures and languages.
Western cultures and languages.
Western cultures and languages.
Western cultures and languages.
Western cultures and languages.
Western culture and language.
Western culture and language.
Western cultures and languages.
Western cultures and languages.
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Western Europe owes its civilization to translators
Western Europe owes its civilization to translators
Western Europe owes its civilization to translators
Western Europe has culture Translators
Western European culture and translators
Western European culture and translator
Western European culture and interpreter
Western European culture and explain
Western European culture and explain
Western European culture and explain
Western culture and to explain
Western culture and explain
Western culture and explain
Western culture and explain
Western culture and expression
Western culture and expression
Western culture and expression
Western culture and expression
Western culture and expression
Western culture and expression
Western culture and expression
Western culture and expression
Western culture and expression
Western culture and expression
Western culture and expression
Western culture and expression
Western culture and expression
Western culture and expression
Western culture and expression
Western culture and freedom of expression
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Western Europe owes its civilization to translators
Western Europe is a civilization's debt.
Western Europe is a civilization and religion.
Western Europe is civilization and religion.
Western Europe is civilization and religion.
Western European culture and religion.
Western European culture and religion.
Western culture and religion.
Western culture and religion.
Western culture and religion.
Western culture and religion.
Western culture and religion.
Western religion and culture.
Western religion and culture.
Religion and Western cultures.
Religious and Western culture.
Religion and Western culture.
Religion and Western culture.
Religion and Western culture.
Western religions and cultures.
Religion and culture of the West.
Religion and culture in the West.
Religion and culture in the West.
Religion and culture in the West.
Religion and culture in the West.
Religion and culture in the West.
Religion and culture in the West.
Religion and culture in the West.
Religion and culture in the West.
In the West, religion and culture.
, West, religion and culture.
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Western Europe owes its civilization to translators
Western Europe had their interpreters civilization
Western Europe had their interpreters culture
Western cultural translators Europe
Western European cultural interpreters
Western European cultural interpreters
Western cultural translators
Western cultural translators
Western cultural translator
Western cultural translation
Western cultural translation
Western cultural translation
Western cultural translation
Western cultural translation
Western cultural translation
Western cultural translation
Western cultural translation
Western cultural translation
Western cultural translation
Western cultural translation
Western cultural translation
Western cultural translation
Western cultural translation
Western Cultural Translation
Translation of Western cultural
Western culture's translation
West of the translation
To the west of the translation
Westward translation
translation in the West
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Western Europe owes its civilization to translators
Western Europe owes its civilization to translators
Western Europe owes its civilization to translators
Translators Western European heads of civilization
The leaders of the West Translators
Western leaders translators
Western leaders translator
Western leaders for
Western leaders
Western leaders
Western leaders
Western leaders
Western leaders
Western leaders
Western leaders
western leaders
Western leaders
western leaders
Western leaders
Western leaders
Western officials
Western officials
Western officials
Western officials
Western authorities
Western authorities
Western authorities
Western powers
Western powers
Western powers
Western powers
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Western Europe owes its civilization to translators
Western Europe owes its civilization to translators
Western Europe owes its civilization translators
Translators Western Europe owes its civilization.
Translators of Western Europe owes its civilization.
Translation of Western Europe owes its civilization.
Western Europe must solve its own civilization.
Western Europe must solve humanity.
In Western Europe, mankind must be set.
In Western Europe, and humanitarian.
In Western Europe, and humanity.
Western Europe and the humanities.
Western Europe and the humanities.
Western Europe and the humanities.
Western Europe and the humanities.
Western Europe and the humanities.
Western Europe and the humanities.
Western Europe and the humanities.
Western Europe and the humanities.
Western Europe and the humanities.
Western Europe and the Humanities.
Western Europe and the humanities.
Western Europe and the humanities.
Western Europe and the humanities.
Western Europe and the humanities.
Western Europe and the humanities.
Western Europe and the humanities.
Western Europe and the humanities.
Western Europe and the humanities.
Western Europe and the Humanities.
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Western Europe owes its civilization to translators
Western Europe owes its civilization to translators
Western civilization owes much to its European translators
Western civilization owe a translator in Europe
Western civilization debt interpreter in Europe
Western civilization in debt interpreter Europe
Debt interpreter of Western civilization in Europe
Western civilization in Europe due to the interpreter
Western culture in Europe because the interpreter
Western culture in Europe because the interpreter
Western culture in Europe because the interpreter
Europe, Western culture Performer
Performance culture of the West Europe
Performance of Western European culture
Performance of Western European culture
The performance of Western European culture
Western business culture
Western business culture
Western culture, business
Western culture, business
Western culture, business
Western culture, business
Western culture, business
Western culture, business
Western culture, business
Western culture, business
Western culture, business
Western culture, business
Western culture, business
Western culture, business
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Western Europe owes its civilization to translators
Western Europe owes its civilization to translators.
Western Europe owes its civilization translators.
Translators debt of civilization in Western Europe.
Translated indebted Western European civilization.
Translated debt Western European civilization.
Translation debt Western civilization in Europe.
Europe and Western Civilization translation.
Western Europe, and as the transmission of civilization.
Western Europe, as well as the transmission of civilization.
Western Europe, as well as the transmission of civilization.
Western Europe and the civilization of the communication.
Western Europe and the author of the culture.
Western Europe and is the author of Culture.
Western Europe and is the author of the Ministry of Culture.
Western Europe and is the author of the Ministry of Culture.
Western Europe and the author of the Ministry of Culture.
Western Europe and the author of the Ministry of Culture.
Western Europe and the author of the Ministry of Culture.
In Western Europe and the author of the Ministry of Culture.
Creators of the Ministry of Culture and Western Europe.
Creator of the Ministry of Culture and Western Europe.
Creator of the Ministry of Culture and Western Europe.
Created by the Ministry of Culture and Western Europe.
Set up by the Ministry of Culture and Western Europe.
Established by the Ministry of Culture and Western Europe.
Established by the Ministry of Culture and Western Europe.
Developed by the Ministry of Culture and Western Europe.
Developed by the Ministry of Culture and Western Europe.
Powered by the Ministry of Culture and Western Europe.
Supported by the Ministry of Culture and Western Europe.
Support from the Ministry of Culture and Western Europe.
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Western Europe owes its civilization to translators
Translators Western European heads of civilization
Europe's civilization, head of translation
European civilization, translation President
European civilization, and a translation of the President
European civilization, and the President of translation
European civilization, and the chairman of the translation
European civilization, and a translation of the President
President of the European civilization and translation
President of the European civilization and translation
President of the European civilization and translation
President of the European civilization and translation
President of the European civilization and translation
The president of the European civilization and translation.
President of the European civilization and translation.
President of the European civilization and translation.
President of the European civilization and translation.
President of the European civilization and translation.
President of the European civilization and translation.
President of the European civilization and translation.
President of the European civilization and translation.
President of the European civilization, and translation.
President of the European culture and change.
President of the European culture and language.
President of the European culture and language.
Chairman of European cultures and languages.
President of European cultures and languages.
Chairman of European cultures and languages.
Chairman of European cultures and languages.
President European cultures and languages.
President of the European culture and language.
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Western Europe owes its civilization to translators
Western Europe owes its civilization to translators
Western Europe as a result of the translation of civilization
Western Europe as a result of translation of civilization
Western Europe as a result of translation of civilization
Western Europe as a result of the translation of civilization.
Result of the translation of civilization, Western Europe.
Lead translator civilization and Western Europe.
Western civilization and lead interpreter.
Western civilization and lead interpreter.
Western civilization and lead performer.
Western civilization and the big guys.
Western civilization and the great people.
Western civilization and a great person.
Western culture and a great person.
Western culture and a great person.
Western culture and a great person.
Western culture and a great person.
Western culture, and a great person.
Western culture, and a great guy.
Western culture, and a great man.
Western culture, and a great man.
Western culture, and a great man.
Western culture, and a great man.
Western culture, and a great man.
Western culture, and a great man.
Western culture, and a great man.
Western culture, and a great man.
Western culture, and a great man.
Western culture, and a great man.
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Western Europe owes its civilization to translators
Western Europe owes its civilization to translators
Western Europe owes its civilization translator
Western European civilization owe interpreter
European debt translator Western civilization
Civilization of the West European debt crisis translator
The European debt crisis translator Western civilization
European debt crisis of Western civilization, the translator
European debt crisis of Western civilization, the translator
European debt crisis of Western civilization, the interpreter
European debt crisis of Western civilization, and an interpreter
European debt crisis and translator of Western civilization
European debt crisis and translation in Western civilization
Western civilization, the European debt crisis and translation
Western civilization, and the European debt crisis and translation
Western civilization and European debt crisis and translation
Western civilization and the European debt crisis and translation
And the translation of Western civilization and the European debt crisis
And the translation of Western civilization and the European debt crisis
And Western civilization in Europe, the translation and the credit crisis
And Western civilization in Europe, the interpretation and lack of credit
And Western civilization in Europe, as well as the interpretation of the lack
of credit
European and Western civilization, as well as the lack of credit.
European and Western civilization, as well as the lack of credit.
European and Western civilization, and the lack of credit.
European and Western civilization, and lack of credit.
European and Western civilization, and the lack of credit.
European and Western civilization, and the credit crunch.
European and Western civilization, and the credit crunch.
European and Western civilization, and the credit crunch.
And the credit crunch, European and Western civilization.
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Western Europe owes its civilization to translators
En die kredietcrisis, die Europese en Westerse beskawing....
died en Europe kredietcrisis beskawing Westerse market ....
I died in the European market credit Western culture ....
I died in the culture of Western Europe credit market ....
I died in the culture of Western Europe credit market ....
I credit the culture of Western Europe died ....
I died credit culture in Western Europe ....
Died credit culture in Western Europe ....
He died in a credit culture in Western Europe ....
He died of a credit culture in Western Europe ....
Matt credit culture in Western Europe ....
Matt credit culture in Western Europe ....
Matt credits the culture of Western Europe ....
Matt credit culture of Western Europe ....
Matt West Europe credit culture ....
Matt Western European credit culture ....
Credit Matt Western European culture ....
Matt credit Western European culture ....
Matt credit Western European culture ....
Matt credited Western European culture ....
Matt credited to Western European culture ....
Matt with Western European culture ....
Mat with Western European culture ....
Massage with Western European culture ....
Massage with Western European culture ....
Massage and Western European culture ......
Massage and culture of Western Europe ......
Massage and culture in Western Europe ......
Massage and culture in Western Europe ......
Massage and culture in Western Europe ......
Massage and culture in Western Europe ......
Massage and culture in Western Europe ......
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Western Europe owes its civilization to translators
Author of the head of Western European civilization
His first civilization in Western Europe
Was the first civilization in Western Europe Oll
Oil is the first civilization in Western Europe
Oil is the first civilization of Western Europe
Oil is the first civilization in Western Europe
Oil is the first civilization in Western Europe
Oil is the first civilization in Western Europe
Oil is the first civilization in Western Europe
Oil in Western Europe is not the first civilization
Oil in Western Europe is not the first civilization
Oil in the first civilization of Western Europe
Oil in the first civilization in Western Europe
Oil first civilization in Western Europe
The first civilization of the western European oil
Western European civilization first oil
European Oil western civilization first
Western civilization was the first European Oil
Western civilization is the first European oil
Western civilization, the first oil
Western civilization, the first
Western civilization, the first
Western civilization, the first
Western civilization, the first
Western civilization, the first
Western civilization, the first
Western civilization, the first
Western civilization, first
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Western Europe owes its civilization to translators
Western Europe owes its civilization translators
Western Europe owes its civilization translator
Western European condemnation of civilized translation
Translated civilized Western Europe sentence
Translation of the civilized Western European Criminal
Translate Western civilization and Crime
Western civilization and criminal translation
Western civilization and criminal translation
Western civilization and interpretation of criminal
Western civilization and interpretation of criminal
Western civilization and interpretation of criminal
Western civilization and interpretation of criminal
Crime and interpretation of Western civilization
Crime and interpretation of Western civilization
Crime and interpretation of Western civilization
Crime and interpretation of Western civilization
Crime and interpretation of Western civilization
Crime and interpretation of Western civilization
Western civilization and the definition of the crime
Western civilization and the definition of the crime
Western civilization and the definition of the crime
Western civilization and the definition of the crime
Western civilization and the definition of crime
Western culture, and the definition of the crime
Western culture, a definition of the crime
Western culture, and the definition of the crime
Western culture, as well as the definition of the crime
Western culture, as well as the definition of the crime
In Western culture, as well as the definition of the crime
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Western Europe owes its civilization to translators
Western Europe owes its civilization to translators
Western Europe owes its civilization translator
Western Europe owes its civilization translator
Western Europe condemns civilization translators
In Western Europe, despite the cultural translation
Western Europe, the cultural translation
Western Europe, cultural translation
Western Europe, and cultural translation
Western Europe, and cultural translation
Western Europe, and cultural translation
Western Europe, and cultural translation
In Western Europe, and cultural translation
In Western Europe, and cultural translation
In Western Europe and cultural translation
In Western Europe and the cultural translation
In Western Europe and cultural translation
Western European cultural translation
Western European cultural translation
Western European cultural translation
Western European cultural translation
Western Europe cultural translation
Western European cultural translation
Western Europe cultural translation
Western Europe cultural translation
Western European cultural translation
Western European cultural translation
Western European cultural translation
Western European cultural Romanian
Western Europe, the Roman cultural
Western Europe, the Roman culture
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Western Europe owes its civilization to translators
Western Europe owes its civilization to translators
Western Europe owes its civilization to translators
Western Europe condemns translators civilization
Western Europe civilization doomed translator
Western European civilization doomed translator
Western European civilization doomed translator
Western European civilization doomed Translator
The West rule interpreter.
Translate Western rule.
Translation Western rule.
Western translation rule.
Western translation rule.
Translation of Western governments.
Translation of Western governments.
Translation of Western governments.
News from Western governments.
News of the Western governments.
News Western governments.
Western government news.
Western governments and news.
Western governments and news.
Western governments and news.
Western governments and news.
Western governments and news.
Western governments and news.
Western governments and news.
Western governments and news.
Western governments and news.
Western governments and news.
Western governments and news.
Western governments and news.
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Western Europe owes its civilization to translators
Western Europe owes its civilization translators
Western Europe condemned translators civilization
Doomed Western civilization translators Europe
European translators of Western civilization condemned
Western European civilization and guilty translator
Western civilization and parser error
Western civilization and the parser error
Western civilization and error analyzer
Western civilization and errors analyst
Western civilization and analyst errors
Western civilization and analyst errors
Western civilization and error analysis
Western civilization and error analysis
Western civilization and error analysis
Western civilization and error analysis
Western civilization and error analysis
Western civilization and Error Analysis
Western civilization and error analysis.
Western civilization and error analysis.
Western civilization and error analysis.
Western civilization and error analysis.
Western civilization and error analysis.
Western civilization, and error analysis.
Western civilization, and analyzing errors.
Western civilization and error analysis.
Western civilization and error analysis.
Western civilization and analyze errors.
Western civilization and analyze errors.
Western civilization and analyze errors.
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Western Europe owes its civilization to translators
Western Europe owes its civilization translators
Send civilization of Western Europe and its debt
Politics in Western Europe and its debt Post
Politics in Eastern Europe and the former debt
Politics in Eastern Europe and the former debt
Eastern Europe and the former debt
Eastern Europe and the former credit
Eastern Europe and former credit
Eastern Europe and the former Credit
Eastern Europe and the former credit
Eastern Europe and the former credit
Eastern Europe and the former credit
Eastern Europe and the former credit
Eastern Europe and the former credit
Eastern Europe and the former debt
Eastern Europe and the former debt
Eastern Europe and the former debt
Eastern Europe and the former debt
Eastern Europe and the former debt
Eastern Europe and the former debt
Eastern Europe and the former debt
Eastern Europe and the former debt
Eastern Europe and the former debt
Eastern Europe and the former debt
Eastern Europe and the former debt
Eastern Europe and the former debt
Eastern Europe and the former debt
Eastern Europe and the former duty
Eastern Europe and former duty.
Eastern Europe and the former duty.
Eastern Europe and the former position.
Eastern Europe and the previous situation.
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Western Europe owes its civilization to translators
Western Europe owes its civilization to translators
Western Europe owes its civilization to translators
Western Europe owes its civilization translator
Western European civilization translator condemns this
The translator of Western European civilization condemned
We condemn the Western European civilization.
We condemn Western European civilization.
Western civilization in Europe condemned.
Western civilization in Europe are destined.
Western civilization in Europe is well known.
The famous Western civilization in Europe.
Western civilization known in Europe.
Western civilization known in Europe.
Western civilization known in Europe.
Western civilization is known in Europe.
Western civilization is known in Europe.
Western civilization is known in Europe.
Western civilization is known in Europe.
Western civilization is known in Europe.
Western civilization is known in Europe.
Western civilization is known as Europe.
Western civilization is known, Europe.
This is known as Western civilization and Europe.
This is known as the Western civilization and Europe.
This is known as the European and Western civilization.
This is known as the European and Western civilization.
This is known as the European and Western civilization.
This is known as the Western European civilization.
This is known as the Western European civilization.
This is known as the Western European civilization.
In other words, it is known as the Western civilization.
In other words, as it is known in Western civilization.
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Translation presents not merely a paradigm but the utmost case of
engaged literary interpretation
Not only the translation, but the case of a literal interpretation of the model
Not only translation but the literal interpretation of the model
Not only literal translation model
Models, as well as a literal translation
Models and literal translation
The literal translation models
Literal translation model
New Century Model
New Century model
New Century Model
The new millennium
the new millennium
New millennium.
New millennium.
The new millennium.
New Millennium.
And the new millennium.
And the new millennium.
And the new millennium.
And the new millennium.
And the new millennium.
And in the new millennium.
In the new millennium.
In the new millennium.
In the new millennium.
In the new millennium.
New millennium.
New millennium.
The new millennium.
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Translation presents not merely a paradigm but the utmost case of
engaged literary interpretation
This not only was a model, but it involves the maximum literary
interpretation
It is, but it's not just a model involves the interpretation of the literature
This is true, but it is only a model of literature
This is true, but only a form of literature
This is true, but the only form of literature
That's true, but just the way literature
That is true, but the only way to literature
It is true, but the only way to Literature
True, but the only way to Literature
This is true, but the only way for literature
This is true, but the only way for literature
This is true, but the only way to literature
This is true, but the only way for literature
This is true, but the only way for literature
This is true, but the only way for Literature
While this is true, and the only way for literature
While this is true, and the only way for literature
This is true, and the only way to literature
This is true, and the only way for Literature
That's right, and the only way for Literature
That's right, and the only way for Literature
That's right, and the only way for literature
This is true, and the only way for literature
This is true, and the only way of literature
This is true, and the only way for literature
This is the only way for real literature
The only way to correct the literature
The only way to find out the Books
The only way to find books
The only way that can be booked
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Translation presents not merely a paradigm but the utmost case of
engaged literary interpretation
Translation describes not only an example, but the most important
opportunity to take part in the interpretation of literary
Not only translate characterized examples, but more importantly the
opportunity to participate in the interpretation of literary
Translation examples only features, but more importantly, the opportunity
to participate in the interpretation of literary
Translation examples only features, but more importantly, the opportunity
to participate in literary interpretation
Cases only, translation function and, more importantly, the opportunity to
participate in the interpretation of literature
Questions, translation work, and most importantly, an opportunity to
participate in the literature to explain
The questions, translation, and most importantly, the opportunity to
participate in the literature to explain
Questions and translation, and most importantly, an opportunity to
participate in the interpretation of literature
Questions and translation, and, above all, the possibility to take part in the
interpretation of the literature
Questions and translation, and in particular, the opportunity to share in
the interpretation of the literature
Questions and translation, and in particular, to share opportunities in the
interpretation of literature
And a question and, in particular, the interpretation of literature to share
the opportunities.
And demand, and in particular, the interpretation of the literature share
opportunities.
Supply and demand, and in particular the interpretation of the literary
possibilities of action.
Supply and demand, especially in the interpretation of the possibilities of a
literary work.
Supply and demand, especially in the interpretation of a literary work.
Definition of supply and demand, especially in literature.
In particular, in the literature between supply and demand.
In particular and literature between supply and demand.
Especially between literature and supply and demand.
Especially between literature and supply and demand.
Particularly between literature and supply and demand.
In particular, between literature and supply and demand.
In fact, the literature between supply and demand.
In fact, between supply and demand, and literature.
In fact, supply and demand, and literature.
In fact, supply and demand, and literature.
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Translation presents not merely a paradigm but the utmost case of
engaged literary interpretation
The paradigm of literary translation, but in many cases, the only comment
Model for the interpretation of literature, but in many cases only comment
Literature semantic model, but in many cases the only comment
Semantic model literature, but in many cases the only comment
Literature semantic model, but in many cases the only comment
Semantic models in literature, but in most cases you only need to
Semantic models in the literature, but in most cases you only need to
Semantic models in the literature, but in most cases you need only
Semantic models in literature, in most cases, but you need only
In most cases, semantic, literature, the models, but you
In most cases, the semantic literature, the model, but
In most cases, semantic literature, model
In most cases, semantic literature, model
In most cases, the semantic literature, the model
In many cases, eg semantic literature
In many cases, such as semantic literature
Tagged literature in many cases,
Tagged literature in many cases,
Tagged literature in many cases,
Tagged literature, in most cases,
Tagged literature, in most cases,
Tagged literature, in most cases,
Tagged literature, in most cases,
Tagged literature, in most cases,
Tagged literature usually
Tagged in Literature
tag Literature
literature while
Literature, and
And literature.
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Translation presents not merely a paradigm but the utmost case of
engaged literary interpretation
Display is not only a model, but the question explain most relevant
literature
The screen not only model, the question is best explained in the literature
The screen is not only a model, the question of good literature
Screen, the model is not just a matter of good literature
Screen, this model is not only a question of good literature
Screen model is not a question of good literature
Screen size does not matter of good literature
The size of the screen, is not good literature.
Screen size is not good literature.
Screen size is good literature.
The screen size is good literature.
The screen is good literature.
The screen is good literature.
The screen is good literature.
The screen is good literature.
The screen is good literature.
The screen is good literature.
The screen is not good literature.
Screen is not good literature.
The screen is not good literature.
Screen is not good literature.
Screen is not good literature.
Screen is not good literature.
The screen is not good literature.
Screen is not good literature.
The screen is not good literature.
The screen is not good literature.
The screen is not a good writer.
Is not super good screen.
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Translation presents not merely a paradigm but the utmost case of
engaged literary interpretation
Not the case with up to participate in literary interpretation model
translation, but
This is not a literal translation of the description of the model to the
participants, but in the case of
It is one of the participants, the model does not describe literal translation
This is one of the participants, the model does not describe a literal
translation
One of the participants described this model is not a literal translation
One participant described this form is not a literal translation
One participant described this form is not a literal translation
One participant described this form is not a literal translation
One participant described in this form is not a literal translation
One participant described in this form is not a literal translation
One participant described in this form is not a literal translation
One participant described this form is not a literal translation
One participant described this form is not a literal translation
One participant described the form of a literary
He described the participants in the form of literature
It describes the format of the document.
Describes the format of the document.
The document describes the format.
Document format description.
Describes the format of the document.
The document describes the format.
The document describes the format.
Document describes the format.
The document describes the shape.
This document describes the form.
This section describes the form.
This section describes the form.
This section describes how.
The article describes how.
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Translation presents not merely a paradigm but the utmost case of
engaged literary interpretation
Translation model, but more severe in the case of literary interpretation is
not only
Transfer model, but more severe in the case of literary interpretation is not
the only
Mobile mode, but it is difficult, not only in literary interpretation
Fashion Mobile is difficult, not only in literary interpretation
Fashion Mobile difficult, not only in the interpretation of literary
Mobile only correct interpretation Fashion difficult
Fashion Mobile only correct interpretation difficult
Fashion Mobile only true interpretation is difficult
Fashion Mobile is not only difficult to explain
Fashion Mobile is not only difficult to explain
Fashion Mobile is not only difficult to explain
Fashion is not just, it is difficult to explain.
Fashion is not only that it is difficult to explain.
Fashion is not just that it is difficult to explain.
Fashion is not just hard to explain.
Fashion is not just for that reason.
Fashion is not just for this reason.
Fashion is not just for that reason.
Fashion is not just for this reason.
My only reason here.
The only reason for me.
There is only one reason for me.
There is only one reason.
There is only one reason.
Just another reason.
Another reason.
Another reason.
Another reason.
Another reason.
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Translation presents not merely a paradigm but the utmost case of
engaged literary interpretation
Not only translation model, but the extreme case of literary interpretation
Not just a form of translation, but the extreme case of literary
interpretation
Not just a form of translation, but the extreme case of literary
interpretation
It is not only a form of translation, but the extreme case of literary
interpretation
It's just a form of translation, but the extreme case of literary
interpretation
It's just a form of translation, but the extreme case of literary
interpretation
This is just a form of translation, but the extreme case of literary
interpretation
This is not just a kind of translation, but in the end, for example literary
interpretation
Translation, but the form of, for example, defines the literature
Translation, but, like format provides literature
Translation, but as the format for literature
Translation, but the format for literature
Translation, but the shape of the literature
Standard, but the form of literature
Standard, but the literature
Standards, but the literature
Quality, but the literature
Quality, but the literature
Quality, but the literature
Quality, however, the literature
However, the quality literature
Literature, however, quality
Literature and quality
Literature and quality
Literature and the quality of the
Literature and value
Literature and Values
Literature and Values
Literature and values
Literature and values
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Translation presents not merely a paradigm but the utmost case of
engaged literary interpretation
Translation of a scientific paradigm, but a literal interpretation of this
example is extreme
Translation model, scientifically, but an extreme example of this is a direct
Models and scientific translations, but this is a clear example of direct
Models and scientific translations, but it is a clear example of a direct
Models and scientific translation, but it is a clear example of direct
Models and scientific translations, but this is a good example
Models and scientific translations, but this is a good example
Models and scientific translations, but this is a good example
Models and scientific translation, however, is a good example
Models and scientific translation, however, is a good example
Models and scientific translations, however, is a good example
Model and scientific translation, however, is a good example
Science and translation model is a good example
A good example of the kind of science, and translation.
A good example of this kind of science, and translation.
A good example of this kind of science, and translation.
A good example of this kind of science, and translation.
This kind of science, and is a good example of the translation.
This kind of science, and a good example for the translation.
A good example of this kind of research and interpretation.
A good example of this type of research and interpretation.
A good example of this type of research and interpretation.
A good example of this type of research and interpretation.
A good example of this type of research and interpretation.
A good example of this type of research and interpretation.
A good example of this type of research and interpretation.
A good example of this type of research and interpretation.
A good example of this type of research and interpretation.
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Translation presents not merely a paradigm but the utmost case of
engaged literary interpretation
Model, only translation is, however, a serious, such as literature,
Translation and model, but, seriously, such as the Literature
Translation and model, but, seriously, as the literature
Literature, such as translation and model, but, seriously,
Literature and Translation model, but seriously,
Literary translation and model, but seriously,
Literature and so on, but seriously,
Literature and seriousness.
Letters and serious.
Letters and serious.
And threatening messages.
And threatening messages.
And threatening messages.
And threatening messages.
And threatening messages.
And threatening messages.
And threatening messages.
And threatening messages.
And threatening messages.
Threatening message.
Threat.
Threats.
Threats.
Threat.
Threat.
Threat.
Threat.
Threats.
Threat.
Threat.
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Translation presents not merely a paradigm but the utmost case of
engaged literary interpretation
Translation is not only a paradigm, but in extreme cases it literary
interpretation
The translation is not only an example, but severe cases, this literal
interpretation
Translation is not only an example, but severe cases, this literal
interpretation
Translation is not only an example, but in severe cases, literal
interpretation
The translation is just an example, but in severe cases, a literal
interpretation
Translation is just an example, but in severe cases, and a literal
interpretation
Translation is just an example, but in severe cases, and a literal
interpretation
The translation is only one example, but in severe cases, a literal
interpretation
Translation is just one example, but in severe cases, and a literal
interpretation
Translation is just one example, but in severe cases and literal
interpretation
Translation is just one example, but in severe cases, a literal interpretation
Translation is just one example, but in severe cases, and a literal
interpretation
There is a translation, in severe cases, is one example, interpreted literally
This is an example of radical interpretation.
This is an example of radical interpretation.
This is an example of radical interpretation.
This is an example of radical interpretation.
This is an example of radical interpretation.
This is an example of radical interpretation.
This is an example of radical interpretation.
This is an example of radical interpretation.
This is an example of radical interpretation.
This is an example of radical interpretation.
This is an example of radical interpretation.
This is an example of the radical explains.
This is an example of the violence.
This is an example of violence.
This is an example of violence.
This is an example of the violence.
Is an example of the violence.
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Translation presents not merely a paradigm but the utmost case of
engaged literary interpretation
Not only is the translation model, but in the extreme case of a literal
interpretation, as
And not only that, it is a form of translation, but in the case of a literal
interpretation of the extreme
And not only that, it is a form of translation. But in the case of a literal
interpretation of the extreme.
And not only that, it is a form of translation. But in the case of an extreme
literal interpretation.
Not only that, it is a form of vertaling.Maar in the case of an extreme literal
interpretation.
Not only that, a form of vertaling.Maar extreme case of a literal
interpretation.
Not only is that a literal interpretation of vertaling.Maar many cases form.
Vertaling.Maar-literal interpretation is not the only form in many cases.
Vertaling.Maar literal interpretation is not the only form in many cases.
Correct interpretation Vertaling.Maar is not the only way in most cases.
In most cases, the correct interpretation is not just VertalingMaar.
In most cases, the correct interpretation is not only but the translation.
Very wrong in his interpretation, but transfer only.
The very wrong, and only one transfer.
This is very wrong, and transfer only.
This is very wrong and just.
The error only.
This is wrong.
This is incorrect.
This is wrong.
This is wrong.
It is a mistake.
This is not correct.
This is not true.
This is not true.
This is not true.
This is not true.
This is not true.
This is not true.
Translation presents not merely a paradigm but the utmost case of
engaged literary interpretation
This not only was a model, but it involves the maximum literary
interpretation
This is not only a model of literary interpretation
This is not just a form of literary interpretation
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This is not only a form of literary interpretation
This is not only a form of literary translation
This is not just a form of literary translation
It is not only a form of literary translation
This is not only a form of literary translation
This is not only a form of literary translation
This is not only a form of literary translation
This is not only a form of literary translation
This is not only a form of literary translation
This model is not a direct translation
This model is not a direct translation
This model is not a direct translation
The model does not translate directly
Form does not translate directly
Form does not translate directly
Form does not translate directly
The form does not translate directly
Form does not translate directly
The form does not directly translate
Form does not translate directly
Form does not translate directly
Form does not directly translate
This model does not directly translate
This model does not translate directly
This model does not directly translate
This model does not directly translate
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Translation presents not merely a paradigm but the utmost case of
engaged literary interpretation
Translation is not only an example, but out in the literature to explain
Not only one translated for example, but in the literature to explain
For example, it is not simply a translation, but the literature
For example, it is not only translations but Literature
For example, not only the translation of literature, but
For example, only the translation of literature, but
For example, a literary translation, but the
For example, the translation of literature, but
For example, translating literature, but
For example, translating literature, but
For example, translating literature, but
For example, the translation of literature, but
For example, literary translation, but
For example, literary translation, but
For example, literary translation, but
For example, literary translation, but
For example, literary translation, but
For example, the literal translation, but
For example, a literal translation, but
For example, a complete translation, but
For example, a full translation, but
For example, a complete translation, but
For example, a full translation,
For example, a complete translation
For example, a full translation
For example, a full translation
For example, a full translation
For example, a complete translation
For example, complete one
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Translation presents not merely a paradigm but the utmost case of
engaged literary interpretation
But the highest-paid model in the case of literary relations
But if the relationship is the highest paid model of literary
But as the proportion of higher-paid literary style
However, if the ratio of the highest-paid literary style
However, the highest paying literary style
However, pay the highest literary style
The most well-paid literary style
The most lucrative literary style
Most profitable genre
The most profitable type
The most profitable type
most profitable type
The most profitable type
The most profitable
the most profitable
The most profitable
the profitable
And profitable
and profitable
and profitable
costs
complexity
complexity
complexity
complexity
complexity
complexity
Complexity
disturbance
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Translation presents not merely a paradigm but the utmost case of
engaged literary interpretation
Translation is not only a display model, but the biggest problem is the
interpretation of literature
It is the translation, but it is not a single model, the biggest problem is the
interpretation of the literature
Translation, but it is not a model, and the biggest problem is the
interpretation of the literature
Translation, but it is not a model, and the biggest problem is the
interpretation of the Literature
Translation, but it is not a model, and the biggest problem is the
interpretation of the literature
Translation, but not a model, and the problem is the interpretation of
literature
Translation, but not a model and an explanation of the literature
Translation, but not as a model and an explanation of the literature
Translation but not a model and an explanation of the literature
Translation, but not a model and an explanation of the literature
Translation is not a descriptive model and Literature
Translation is not a descriptive model and Literature
There is a descriptive model of translation and literature
There is a description of the translation and literature.
There is a description of translation and literature.
Is the translation of the description and literature.
Is a translation of the description and literature.
Is a translation of the description and literature.
This is a translation from the data and literature.
This is the translation of data and literature.
This is the conversion of data and literature.
Data and literature.
Data and literature.
Data and literature.
Information and literature.
Information and literature.
Information and literature.
Information and literature.
Information and literature.
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Translation presents not merely a paradigm but the utmost case of
engaged literary interpretation
Model can not translate, but the above case of literary translation offers
Model can not be translated, but if the above offer literary translation
Model can not be translated, but the literal translation is displayed above
Model can not be translated, but the literal translation is displayed above
Can not be translated into models. However, the value shown above.
Model can not be translated. However, the value shown above.
Model can not be returned. Costs shown above.
Model can not be returned. The costs shown above.
Model can not be returned.Costs described above.
Can not form about returned.Costs.
It can not be because returned.Costs.
Can not appropriate returned.Costs.
I can not Returned.Costs necessary.
I do not have Returned.Costs.
--- I do not Returned.Costs.
--- I do not do Returned.Costs.
--- I do not Returned.Costs.
--- I do not ReturnedCosts
--- I am not returned Costs
--- I am of the cost
--- I value
--- I appreciate
--- I appreciate
--- And I would like to thank
--- And I would like to thank
--- I would like to thank
--- And I would like to thank
--- I would like to thank
--- I want to thank you
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Translation presents not merely a paradigm but the utmost case of
engaged literary interpretation
Translation is not only an example of the end of the show, but in the
literature
The translation is not only an example of the end of the show, but the
literature
Translation is not only an example of the end of the show, but the
literature
Translation is not only an example of the end of the show, but the
literature
Translation, not just an example at the end of the show, but the literature
Translation, for example, not only view, but literature
For example, translation, not only literature, but
For example, translation, not only literature, but
For example, translation, not only in literature, but
For example, translation not only in the literature, but
For example, not only the translation of literature, but
As well as, for example, in the literature of translation, but
Like, for example, translation and literature, such as, but
I love the way, for example, translation and literature, but
I like the way, the translation, and literature, for example, but
For example, I like the way, translation and literature,
Such as roads, such as translation and literature
Such as roads, such as translation and literature
Such as roads, such as translation and literature,
Such as road construction, such as translation and literature,
Such as building roads, such as translation and literature
The translation and literature, such as road construction, such as
The literature as a way building.
Literature as a way of building.
Literature as a way of building.
Literature and a way to build.
Literature and a way to build.
Literature and to build a road.
Literature and road construction.
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Translation presents not merely a paradigm but the utmost case of
engaged literary interpretation
Translation of a model, but the description of the literature deals only with
the highest case
Model translation, but a description of the literature deals only with the
highest case
Translation model, but only in the case of literature, a description of the
highest
The translation, but only in the case of literature, and a description of the
higher
Translation, but only in the case of literature, and a description of the
higher
Translation, but only if the description of the literature and more
Translation details, but only in the literature, and more
Details translation, only the literature, and more
Translation detail, only the literature, and
Translation detail only letters
Really just details.
Actually just the details.
In fact, only the data.
In fact, just data.
In fact, only data.
In fact, only the data.
In fact, just the data.
In fact, the only information.
In fact, the only information available.
In fact, the only information available.
In fact, the only information available.
In fact, the only information available.
In fact, the only information available.
In fact, this information can be used only.
For this next unpublished.
Following unpublished.
After unpublished.
Published once.
Published time.
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Translation presents not merely a paradigm but the utmost case of
engaged literary interpretation
Not only the transfer paradigm, but very relevant to the interpretation of
the literature
Not only the transfer form, but very relevant to the interpretation of
literature
Not only the transfer form, but very relevant to the interpretation of
literature
Form transfer, but it is very important for the interpretation of literature
do not
Send this form, but it is very important that the interpretation of the
literature
Form is sent, it is important to define the literature
The form is sent, it is important to first define labels
You form 'to, it is important to determine first label
I formation ", it is important to select the first label
I formation ", it is important to select the first label
Me ", it is important to select the first label
Me ", it is important to select the first label
Me ", it is important to select the first label
Me ", it is important to select the first label
"It is important to select the first label
"It is important to select the first label
"It is important to select the first label
"It is important that the first tag
"It is very important that the first sign
"The first sign is proposed that it is important to
"The first sign that it is important proposed
"The first sign that it is important to take into account
"The first sign that it belongs to the nature
"The first sign, belong to nature
"The first sign of belonging to nature
"The first signs of the nature
"The first reason for the signs
"The first reason for the signs
"For the first signs of
First sign "
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Translation presents not merely a paradigm but the utmost case of
engaged literary interpretation
Translation is not only an example of the end of the show, but the
literature
The translation is not only an example of the end of the broadcast, but the
literature
After the transfer, the transfer is not without precedent in literature
After the transfer, the transfer is not unique in literature
After the transfer, the transfer is not unique in the literature
After conversion, the conversion is not unique in the literature
After the conversion, the transformation is not unique in the literature
After the conversion and transformation is not unique in the literature
After repentance and conversion is not unique in the literature
After the success is not unique in the literature
After the success of the literature is not unique
Literature is not equal success
Literature is not equal success
Religion is not the same degree of success
Religion is not the same level of success
Religion is not the same level of success
Religion is not the same as a success
Religion is not the same thing as success
Religion is not the same as a success
Religion is not the same as success
Religion is not the same as success
Religion is not the same as success
Religion is not the same as a success
Religion is not the same as success
Religion is not the same as success
Religion is not the same as success
Religion is not the same as a success
Religion is not the same as a success
Religion is not the same as success
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Translation presents not merely a paradigm but the utmost case of
engaged literary interpretation
But the case is not a translation of the contract only provides a literary
interpretation
However, the contract is not only to provide an interpretation of the
literature
But the contract does not provide for the interpretation of the literature
However, the literature does not provide a definition.
However, the definition of literature.
However, the definition of literature.
But the concept of literature.
But the notion of literature.
But the idea of literature.
However, the concept of literature.
However, the concept of literature.
However, the concept of literature.
However, the concept of literature.
However, the concept of literature.
However, the concept of literature.
However, the concept of literature.
However, the concept of literature.
However, the concept of literature.
However, the concept of literature.
However, the concept of literature.
However, the concept of literature.
However, the concept of literature.
However, the concept of literature.
However, the concept of literature.
However, the concept of literature.
However, the concept of the literature.
However, the concept of literature.
Of God, but to understand.
God, but to understand.
God, but to understand.
God, but to understand.
God, but to understand.
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Translation presents not merely a paradigm but the utmost case of
engaged literary interpretation
In the case of literary translation is not only a role model
In the case of literary translation is not only a role model
In the case of literary translation is not only a model
As a literary translation is not only a model,
As not only a literal translation model,
Model translation not only to the letter,
Translation mode is not only the letter,
A translation is not only the letter,
A translation is not just paper
Translation is not just a paper
The translation is not just paper
Translation is not just a paper
The translation is not just a piece of paper
The translation is not just a piece of paper
Translation is not just a piece of paper
Paper is not a translation.
Paper is not a translation.
A translation of the paper.
A translation of this article.
This article is translated.
This article is translated.
This article is translated.
This article is translated.
This article was translated.
This article is translated.
This article was translated.
This article is available.
You can use this item.
You can use this item.
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Translation presents not merely a paradigm but the utmost case of
engaged literary interpretation
Not only translation model, but the extreme case of literary interpretation
such as
Translation of a form, but in such cases as serious as literary interpretation
Translation model, but in such cases as seriously as literary interpretation
Translation model, but the literary interpretation of these cases seriously
Model literary translation, but an interpretation of these cases seriously
Literary translation model, but the interpretation of these cases seriously
Model literary translation, but an interpretation of these cases seriously
Literary translation model, but the interpretation of these cases seriously
Model of literary translation, but this interpretation seriously
Model literal translation, but a serious interpretation
The model is a literal translation, but the translation is bad
Model is the literal translation, but the translation is bad
The model is a literal translation, but the translation is bad
This model is a literal translation, but bad translation
This model is a literal translation, but bad translation
This model is a literal translation, but a bad translation
This model is a literal translation, but a bad translation
This model is a literal translation, but poor translation
This model is a literal translation, but a bad translation
This model is a literal translation, but a bad translation
This model is a literal translation, but bad translation
This model is a literal translation, but a bad translation
This model is a literal translation, but a bad translation
This model is a literal translation, but it is a bad translation
This model is a literal translation, but it is a poor translation
This is a copy of the translation is a translation of the men of poverty
This version of the translator is to translate for the poor
A copy of the translation is a translation of the poor
A copy of the translation is a translation of the poor
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Translation presents not merely a paradigm but the utmost case of
engaged literary interpretation
Translation is not a paradigm, but if you are dealing with a literary
interpretation
Translation is not a model, but if you're a literary interpretation
This is not a model. But if you interpret literature.
In other words, it is not a model. But as explained in the literature.
In other words, it is not a model. But as described in the literature.
In other words, this is not a model. However, as described in the literature.
In other words, it is not a model.However, as described in the literature.
In other words, it is not model.However as described in the literature.
In other words, described as modelHowever literature.
In other words, modelHowever described in literature.
In other words, describe the model however the literature.
In other words, the description of the model, but literature.
In other words, the description of the model, and literature.
In other words, the description of the model and literature.
In other words, a description of the model and literature.
In other words, the description of the model and literature.
In other words, describe the model and literature.
In other words, the best literary description.
This is the best kind of learning.
This is the best kind of learning.
This is the best kind of learning.
This is the best kind of learning.
This is the best kind of learning.
This is the best kind of learning.
Most forms of learning.
Most forms of education.
Most forms of education.
Several methods of education.
Different teaching methods.
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Translation presents not merely a paradigm but the utmost case of
engaged literary interpretation
The translation is not only a paradigm, it is a body responsible for
interpreting literary
Translation is the only paradigm, this literal interpretation of the
institution responsible for
Translation is the only model, and a literal interpretation of the institution
responsible for
Translation only model, and a literal interpretation of the organization
responsible for
Only the translation model and the direct responsibility of the system is
described
Just move the model and the direct responsibility of the system is described
Just move the shape and describe the direct responsibility of
Just move the shape describe the direct responsibility
Simply move the figure describes the direct responsibility
Just move the figure describes the direct responsibility
Just moved to explain the person directly responsible
Just move the person directly responsible to explain
I have a direct responsibility to explain.
I most direct responsibility to explain.
Explain the direct responsibility.
Explain the direct responsibility.
Explain your direct responsibility.
Explain the direct responsibility.
Put direct responsibility.
A direct responsibility.
Direct responsibility.
Direct responsibility.
Direct responsibility.
Direct responsibility.
Direct responsibility.
Direct responsibility.
Direct responsibility.
Direct responsibility.
Direct responsibility.
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Translation presents not merely a paradigm but the utmost case of
engaged literary interpretation
Translation is not just a model, but a large number of literary
interpretation
The translation is not just a model, but a large number of literary
interpretation
The translation is not only a model, but a large number of literary
interpretation
The translation is not just a model, but a large number of literary
interpretation
The translation is not just a model, but a large number of literary
interpretation
Translation, but the model is not only a literal interpretation of many
Translations, but this model is not only a literal interpretation of the
Translations, but this model is not only a literal interpretation of the
Translations, but this model is not just a literal interpretation of the
Translation, but this model is not only a literal translation
Translation, but this model is not only translation
Translation, but this model is not only translation
Translations, but this model is not only a translation
Translations, but this model is not only a translation
Translations, but this model is not only a translation
Translation, but this model is only one translation
Translation, but this model is only a translation of
Translation, but this model is only a translation
Translation, but this model just does not translate
Translation, this model is not only translate
Translation, this model not only translate
This model not only translate translation
This model only translation
This model is only a translation
This model is only available in English
This model is only available in English
This model is only available in English
This model is only available in English
This model is only available in English
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Translation presents not merely a paradigm but the utmost case of
engaged literary interpretation
The translation is not only a model, but as is the case in literary
interpretation involved
Translation is not only a model, but as a piece of literature is the
Only one model is similar to the translation of literary works.
It's a model similar to the translation of literary works.
This model is similar to the translation of literary works.
This model is similar to the interpretation of literature.
This model is similar to the interpretation of literature.
The explanation of this pattern is similar to the literature.
An explanation of this model is similar to the literature.
Explanation This model is similar to the literature.
Notes This model is similar to the literature.
A similar model scores.
Dozens of similar model.
Dozens of similar model.
Dozens of similar model.
Dozens of the same model.
Dozens of the same model.
Dozens of the same model.
Dozens of the same model.
Dozens of the same model.
A lot of the same model.
Many of the same model.
Many of the same model.
Many of the same model.
Many of the same model.
Many of the same model.
Many of the same model.
Much the same pattern.
More of the same model.
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Translation presents not merely a paradigm but the utmost case of
engaged literary interpretation
Translation is not only a paradigm, but how to deal with literary
interpretation
Translation is not just a paradigm shift, but how to deal with literary
interpretation
The translation is not only a big leap, but how to deal with literary
interpretation
The translation is not only a great leap, but how to deal with the literary
interpretation
Translation is not only a huge leap, but as an act of literary interpretation
Translation is not only a big step, but as an act of literary interpretation
The translation is not only a big step, but did interpret literature
Translation is not only a big step, but did not elaborate Literature
Not only translation, but it is a big step, a detailed literature I have not
discovered
Not just a translation, but it is a big step, and detailed literature that I have
not found
Not just a translation, but it is a big step, and detailed literature that I have
not found
This is not a translation, it's a big step, and I saw that literature
It is not great, and I have seen a letter grade has been transferred
Is not it great, and I saw the message transfer row
Is not that great, and I got the message transmission
Not too big, and I got the message transfer
Not too big, and I received delivery of the message
Delivery is too big, and my message.
Is too big, and my message.
Very large, and my letter.
Very large, and my letter.
Too big, and my character.
Very large and my personality.
It is very big and my personality.
It's too big, and my personality.
This is too big, and my personality.
S 'too big, and my personality.
S overweight and my personality.
S overweight and personality.
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Translation presents not merely a paradigm but the utmost case of
engaged literary interpretation
Model for literary translation, but in many cases, only comment
Literary translation, but in many cases the model, just a comment
Literary translation, but in many cases the form, just hang
Literary translation, but in many cases, I will
Literary translation in many cases, however, I will
In most cases, however, literary translation, such
In most cases, however, and literary translation,
In most cases, however, and literary translation,
In most cases, however, and literary translation,
In most cases, however, and literary translation,
In most cases, however, and literary translation
In most cases, however, and literary translation
However, in most cases, literary translation
However, in most cases, a literal translation
However, in most cases, the literal translation
However, in most cases, the literal translation
However, in most cases, the literal translation
But in most cases, literal translation
But in most cases, literally translated
But in most cases, translated literally
But in many cases, literally translated
But in many cases, literally translated
In many cases, literally translated
The literal translation
Pony
Pony
Pony
pony
Pony
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Translation presents not merely a paradigm but the utmost case of
engaged literary interpretation
Translation is not just a model, but such an extreme case of literary
interpretation
The translation is not only a model, but as an extreme case of literary
translation
Translation is not only a model, but as an extreme case of literary
translation
The translation is not just a model, but as an extreme case of literary
translation
Blogging is not just a model, but as a literary translation in extreme cases
Blogging is not only a model but also a literal translation, in extreme cases,
, Blogging, and in extreme cases, a direct translation, as a model, but
, Proceedings Edge, blogs, and the conversion directly, rather than as a
model,
, Proceedings of the edge, blogs, and convert directly, rather than to be a
model,
Kanter, blogs and direct action, rather than a model for change
Kanter, blogs and direct action, rather than a model for change
Kanter blogs, and direct action, not a model for change
Blog Canter, and direct action, not a model for change
Blog gallop, and direct action, not a model for change
Gallop blogs and direct action to change the model
Blog gallop and direct action to change the model
Blog canter and direct action to change the model
Blog canter and direct action to change the model
Gallop blogs and direct action to change the model
Blogs gallop and direct action and change style
Blog gallop and direct action and change style
Blog gallop and direct action and a change of style
Blog race and direct action and style changes
Blog race and direct action and style changes
Blog race and changes in performance and style
Blog race and changes in performance and style
Racing Blogs and performance and style changes
Blog racing, performance and style
Blog breed, performance and style
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Translation presents not merely a paradigm but the utmost case of
engaged literary interpretation
Translation offers not only a model, but a great deal of literary
interpretation
Translation is not just providing a model, but a large number of literary
interpretation
Translation is not only providing a model, but a large number of literary
interpretation
The translation is not only providing a model, but a large number of
literary interpretation
The translation is not only providing a model, but a large number of
literary interpretation
Translations are not only a model, but it is not a lot of literary translation
The translation is not only a model, but there is not a lot of literary
translation
Translation is not just a model, but it is not very literary translation
The translation is not only a model but not very literary translation
Translation is not just a model, but not overly literary translation
Translation, but the model is not one literary translation here
Translation, but this model is not literary translation
Translation, but this model is not literary translation
Translation, but this model is not the literal translation
Translation, but this model is not a literal translation
Translation, but this model is not a literal translation
Interpretation, but this is not the actual interpretation of the image
Interpretation, but the picture is not the actual interpretation
Interpretation, but the picture is not the actual interpretation
Comments, but the picture is not a real comment
Comments, but the image is not a real comment
Comments, but the image is not really comment
Comments, but the image is not very comments
Comments, but the picture is more comment
Comment, but more comments
Comment, but more comments
Comment, but more comments
Comment, but more comments
Comment, but more comments
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Translation presents not merely a paradigm but the utmost case of
engaged literary interpretation
Not only translation model, but the extreme case of literary interpretation
Not only in the translation, but the extreme case of literary interpretation
Not only in translation, but the extreme case of literary interpretation
Not only in translation, but an extreme case of literary interpretation
This is an extreme case of the interpretation of literature.
This is a serious literary interpretation.
It is a literal interpretation.
Comment on this letter.
Comment to the letter.
To comment on the letter.
Letters to comment.
Letters to comment.
Letters to comment.
Letters to comment.
Letters to comment.
Letters to comment.
Letters to comment.
Letters to comment.
Letters to comment.
Letters to comment.
Characters.
Characters.
Characters.
Characters.
Characters.
Characters.
Place.
Place.
Place.
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